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I THINK we’d all agree that despite a few rainy days, this summer has been a terrific
one for boating. And, it looks like we are going to benefit from a great fall too!
In order to make sure your fall boating season is even more pleasurable, we have

compiled a few ideas to keep you warm and comfortable. Despite blue waters and sun-
shine skies, the temperature will dip below 70° before you know it and it is important
to be prepared.
In fact, with the right tools, toys, friends and family, we are going to show you how

to celebrate a fine Thanksgiving dinner on board…with stuffing, cranberry sauce and
a pumpkin pie to boot! However, if that’s a bit of a stretch for you, then read up on
what you need to know to book a charter over the winter to help maximize your cruis-
ing experience.
The fall is also a time of reflection on the summer.
The team from Canadian Yachting and its sister platform, Sail-World, has attended

some fine regattas this summer including the Chicago Yacht Club Race to Mackinac
presented by Veuve Clicquot. Rob Kothe, Founder and President of Tetra-Media (pub-
lishers of Sail-World) flew in from Australia to join David Schmidt, Sail-World’s USA
Editor from Seattle, Washington, Greg Nicoll and me.
It was our first opportunity to provide worldwide coverage of one of the longest

annual freshwater sailing races in the world as the official Sail-World Media Centre for
the race. W e posted more 30 stories and almost 250 photographs over the six-day
event. 
Canadian sailors aboard C&C 43 Usual Suspect won the 2011 Chicago Mackinac

Cup with skipper Bryan Sims, along with John Estey, Susan Fraser, Thomas Gayford,
Kyle Higgins, Tom Higgins, Peter Kirkwood, Mike Ogelvie and Beata Sims.
On an ever-so-slightly smaller scale but with equal importance to us, we also

attended the Lake Ontario 300 (www.lo300.org). Much thanks goes to Clarity Nicoll
and Andrew Leslie for their coverage of that regatta. Later in the summer, Canadian
Yachting’s Greg Nicoll teamed up with photographer Tim Wilkes to provide great sto-
ries and fantastic photographs in their day-to-day reports of both Chester Race Week
(www.chesterraceweek.com) and the Beneteau 36.7 North American Championships
(2011beneteau367northamerican.com).
Although we want to attend as many events as we can personally, it just isn’t pos-

sible without the help of some our loyal contributors who take the time to upload sto-
ries and photos of other events over the summer months. These stories are posted to
both Sail-World.com and Canadian Yachitng’s web site (www.canadianyachting.ca) to
ensure the broadest online coverage possible of our Canadian boating scene. 
We would like to acknowledge some of our recent contributors including Robert

Dorais, Kate Nicoll, Colin Jacobs, John Kernaghan, Scot Mundle, Kirst Olmstead,
Drew Robertson and Ken Yamakazi whose stories included events such as the 2011
Rolex International Women’s Keelboat Championship, 2011 Canadian Optimist
Dinghy Championships, the activities of Canadian Albacore Association – hosting the
20th Albacore Internationals later this month and the 2011 Mobility Cup  – recognized
as Canada’s international regatta for sailors with disabilities, just to name a few.
In our next issue of Canadian Yachting, we will be featuring some of the new 2012

sail and power models being introduced at the upcoming Newport International Boat
Show and the Annapolis Boat Show. Our November issue will also include our fourth
annual WAYPOINT edition, featuring many cruising destinations to choose from,
whether you want to be a landlubber, charter a boat or participate in one of the many
Caribbean regattas that take place in the winter months. 
As always, safe boating.
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It hits me as hard as the waves
crashing into our bow just out-
side the shelter of Sunsail’s 
St. Vincent base, strong as the
thirty-knot winds gusting out of
the east, that I have not planned
this trip as well as I should have.
We ship two good friends as

crew – both relatively experi-
enced sailors – but they aren’t
ready for this. Nor am I.
Supposed to be a bucket list

adventure but it starts as a romp
from hell. 
And it’s my fault.
We weren’t ready to bareboat

the Grenadines. While we all
eventually got our sea legs and
the voyage turned out to be a
rousing success we could have
done things differently. We
could have shipped a skipper,
we could have gone with a flotil-
la, and we could have done
more research on local sailing conditions.
For pre-departure planning is the

biggest factor in determining whether
your Caribbean charter is a question of
sailing into the sunset or holding on for
dear life as you watch your life pass
before you. Do your homework, though,
and you’ll have filed in your memory
bank the stuff of every boater’s dream.

A Beam Reach for Paradise
So what’s your assignment? Choosing a
charterer, a boat, a cruising option. And
finding the destination that sets you on a
beam reach for paradise.
The Abacos in the Bahamas features

‘Champagne Cruising’ on aquamarine
waters protected by a delightful necklace
of islands where Cape Cod architecture
meets tropical surroundings. Depths are
an average of twenty feet and the only
decisions you have to make are whether
to find a pink coral beach and stretch out

or sample the ambiance of
Hope Town. Nice winds, gentle
waters and a wealth of anchor-
ages close together.
No accident that Moorings

got its start in the British Virgin
Islands – a chain of roughly
forty lush mountainous islands
ringing Drake Passage.
Sail all day. Sail for an hour

or two. It doesn’t matter: you’ll
still end up in a postcard-per-
fect anchorage off a nearly
deserted beach.
If you’re new to bareboating,

your crew manifest includes
landlubbers or you just want to
relax, Abacos and the BVI’s are
both excellent choices.
Way to the south is an equal-

ly gorgeous chain of islands
beginning with Grenada and
stretching north to St. Vincent. 
Do dinner at an upscale

resort on a private island (Petit St.
Vincent) or swim with the sea turtles at
Tobago Cays – one of the most beautiful
anchorages in the Carib bean. Make pas-
sage north to Mustique, the playground
of the rich and famous, or drop the
hook in Bequia’s Admiralty Bay, with a
pastel-painted waterfront and almost as
many yachter-friendly bars ashore as
there are sunset-gazing cruising boats
anchored in the bay.
One of the most beautiful of the

Caribbean charter destinations.

A perfect mooring tucked in behind Sandy
Island with a glorious view of Carriacou,
one of Grenada's Spice islands.
PHOTO CREDIT: Elizabeth A Kerr

By Mark Stevens 
Photographs by Sharon Matthews-Stevens

CRUISING INTO THE

SUNSET
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But it is not for beginners. You need to
be able to sail in moderate to heavy seas
and winds and you need strong naviga-
tional skills.
Sint Maarten and Antigua are both

prime destinations. The former is home
to one of the biggest Caribbean regattas
and a yachting infrastructure matched
only by Antigua.
Sint Maarten cruising offers a variety of

anchorages and marinas in sheltered
waters and you can go further afield. St.
Barth’s is a half-day sail away, while there’s
no more exhilarating sailing than Anguilla
Passage with a pit stop at Anguilla’s Road
Bay, a perfect anchorage on an A-List
island that regularly hosts the likes of Uma
Thurman and Robin Williams.
If you like history with your heeling –

and a wide selection of anchorages –
Antigua is for you.
The island is dotted with fortifications

that compete in vain with the plethora of
beaches – many just off the beam of your
boat in a protected little cranny. Best yet,
the west coast offers more anchorages on
the lee side than most Caribbean islands.
And Barbuda is the ultimate island

getaway if you’re shipping a solid crew
and want to drop the hook off the most
deserted beach in the West Indies.
One lesser known Caribbean gem is

St. Lucia. While many charterers book
here and use it as a jumping-off point for
either St. Vincent and the Grenadines to
the south and Martinique to the north,
that’s a mistake.

It’s no accident St. Lucia’s called the
‘Helen of the Caribbean.’ The French and
English fought over her for decades –
both testament to her strategic impor-
tance and her sheer beauty. Plenty of
anchorages along the west coast – the one
at the Pitons makes the short list for most
beautiful Caribbean anchorages – and a
growing and dynamic infrastructure.
“We are really working on being yacht-

friendly,” says St. Lucia’s director of yacht-
ing, Cuthbert Didier. “From being the
ARC (Atlantic Rally Cruisers) destination
to training many of our youth in the
marine trades, we think you’ll love sailing
here. And we will make sure the experi-
ence is a great one.”
Think your only problem was choos-

ing a flight? Think again.
And the only thing you’ve decided so

far is what landform reclines abeam of
your broad reach to paradise.

Decisions, Decisions
One day off Grenada’s west coast line
squalls fly across the green mountains
like steel curtains. A wind line makes for
our boat like a school of hungry piranha. 
But we’re worried. In fact, it’s down-

right exhilarating. On this trip, we ship a
skipper.
The boat goes way over and the water

hisses along the hull. But I just hold on
while my wife admires the spectacle. And
Andell David, our skipper, who knows
the weather inside out and knows the
hazards to navigation like the back of his
hand, yells out in glee. “I love to race.”
We’ve made the right choice – one of

a multitude of decisions that comprise
your pre-departure checklist.
Book a skipper for your entire vacation

(generally provisions and $125-175
daily). Sail as much or as little as you want.

Sharon Matthews-Stevens takes the 
helm of a chartered Sunsail boat while 
traversing the west coast of Bequia 
in the Grenadines.

Conch Yacht Charters – Exclusive to
BVI, Conch Charters offers exceptional and
friendly service with 20 years in the business.
Best yet, you’ll feel right at home. They’re a
family-run, Canadian-owned operation.
www.conchcharters.com
1-800-463-6625

CYOA – Operating out of St. Thomas in
the USVI, CYOA is one of the few charterers
where you can choose to book a trawler, in
addition to a wide range of sail options.
www.cyoacharters.com 1-800-944-2962

Festiva Sailing Vacations – If you’re looking
for sheer luxury and the nautical equivalent of
pampering, consider Festiva. Their fleet con-
sists exclusively of elegant catamarans and
they offer a full-service vacation from break-
fast to welcome appetizers. 
www.festivasailingvacations.com 
1-866-575-3951

Footloose Yacht Charters – Footloose offers
a full range of gently-used cats and monohulls
if you’re looking for a BVI charter where the
emphasis is on cost-effectiveness and value.
One promise they make at Footloose is that
they’ll beat any competitors’s price. 
www.footloosecharters.com 1-888-952-6013

Mango Yacht Charters – Book with Mango
and you can sail pretty well all the Caribbean,
including Belize. Caribbean operations include
flotillas and all-inclusive sailing adventures. 
www.mangoyachtcharters.com .

Sunsail – Sunsail offers similar packages to
The Moorings. While Moorings has a reputa-
tion for luxurious vessels, Sunsail’s offering
may appeal to the more performance-oriented
sailor. Bases spread across the Caribbean. 
www.sunsail.com 1-888-350-3568

The Moorings – Moorings offers a full fleet of
monohulls and catamarans right across the
Caribbean with power cruising options in
Abacos and BVI. Options range from bareboat-
ing to skippered, to flotilla to full service gour-
met meals. 
www.moorings.com 1-888-952-8420

Toronto-based Yacht Solutions specializes in
luxury yacht charters (sail & power) locally and
in some of the best boating destinations in the
world. We represent Moorings, Sunsail and
Footloose. Member discounts offered. Superior
customer service.
www.theyachtsolution.com 1-855-907-9046

Float Plan

http://www.conchcharters.com
http://www.cyoacharters.com
http://www.festivasailingvacations.com
http://www.footloosecharters.com
http://www.mangoyachtcharters.com
http://www.sunsail.com
http://www.moorings.com
http://www.theyachtsolution.com
http://www.canadianyachting.ca
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Enjoy sublime sailing, great diving, beaches, wonderful hotels. Call 416-630-9292 or visit www.discoversvg.com.

Enchanted islands:32.                    Sailing:wow!
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Add a chef to the manifest and you’ll feel
more like an admiral than a sailor.
Most of the charter companies down

here offer a comparable range of options. 
Hire skipper and chef together and

choose your own provisions. Or let them
do it. Festiva Sailing Vacations offers a
sample menu from fillet of Mahi Mahi to
stuffed chicken with welcome appetizers
so you get the royal treatment the
moment you step aboard.
Flotillas offer a perfect compromise:

skipper your own boat but cruise with

other vessels and a lead skipper.
Or learn to sail while you’re down

here: Offshore Sailing School offers certi-
fication in keelboat cruising in partner-
ship with Moorings.
Decisions, decisions. And you haven’t

even chosen your vessel or charterer.
The emphasis at Footloose is on value.

Both Moorings and Sunsail provide a full
fleet of both monohulls and catamarans.
Festiva’s fleet consists exclusively of cata-
marans while companies like Mango
Yacht Charters or Canadian-owned

Conch Charters offer both exceptional
service and a wide range of monohull
and cats.
So choose your boat, choose your

option, choose your charterer. Then get
ready for the royal treatment.

The Royal Treatment
It’s a hot afternoon in a gentle bay deco-
rated by swaying palm trees. The peaks of
Tortola recline voluptuously to the south. 
We take a swim in bath-tub-warm

waters then recline in the aft cockpit sip-
ping on a rum concoction. The smell of
grilled salmon wafts over us from the gal-
ley and then we head topside for a feast
fit for royalty.
Our hostess opens a bottle of wine,

our skipper sits back and grins at us. “It
doesn’t get much better than this, does
it?” he says.
It may get better but I can’t imagine how.

No suprise to see a Moorings boat in a perfect
anchorage off BVI's Jost Van Dyke, for this
chain of islands is where bareboating began.

Heather Boisson catches some rays while
her partner steers the craft along the north
coast of BVI's main island - Tortola.

http://www.insandoutsofsvg.com
http://www.discoversvg.com
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We may not actually be sailing into
the sunset – our boat is a Moorings
Powercat – but we’re no less ecstatic.
With Moorings, you can power cruise

in either the BVI’s or the Sea of Abaco.
They maintain a fleet of Powercat 474’s

out of Marsh Harbour and 393’s, 372’s
and 474’s at their Tortola base. CYOA
Charters maintains several trawlers out of
their USVI St. Thomas port.
Something for every boater down here

in paradise.
You don’t have to cruise into the sun-

set to cruise into the sunset.

Cruising Into the Sunset
We’re swinging on the hook at the end of

January in the shadow of the Pitons off
St. Lucia’s southwest coast. It is an
anchorage of breathtaking beauty, a vista
framed by two towering peaks – the most
photographed place in the Caribbean, in
the top five of Oprah’s list of places to see
before you die.
An icing sugar beach lounges off our

starboard beam. Flying fish break the
water’s surface, glittering in the late day
sun like coins of the realm.
The sun falls in the west, spotlighting

the craggy face of Gros Piton.
We see the green flash.
We’ve chosen our destination; we’ve

picked a charter company and a boat.
We’ve booked a skipper for his local
knowledge.
And now we’ve cruised into the

sunset.

The skipper and crew prepare to board
their boat after provisioning and getting
briefed on anchorages in the Abacos
Islands of Bahamas.

Saba Rock, a favourite lunch spot (and
resort) overlooking the Bitter End Yacht
Club in the BVIs.
PHOTO CREDIT: Elizabeth A Kerr

http://www.discoversvg.com
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THERE ARE VERY FEW Hatteras 60
Motor Yachts and, so far, this is the only
one in Canada. 
Kevin Marinelli at Skyline Marina

knew I was keen to write this yacht up for
our Canadian Yachting readers. He saw a
window of opportunity when the owner
– who had recently taken delivery in
Cape Hatteras and driven the yacht north
to the Greater Toronto area – was
onboard with the senior delivery crew
from Hatteras. They had flown to Canada
to make final adjustments and a few cus-
tom changes and additions for the owner
Armin Schabel who had now spent some
time getting to know his yacht.
‘If you can be here in an hour, we can

take you out’, was the message Kevin left
me. I raced to the car.
As I approached, the first thing that

struck me was the scale – all oversized,
gracious, roomy and family size. We have
reviewed 60-footers before. Here the
designers used the significant size to
ensure functionality and comfort, not to
jam more features in.
Given the price tag, you can imagine

that the Hatteras crew were anxious to
ensure that Armin was satisfied with his
new yacht. I asked him what he liked best
and in a whisper and with a wink, he
said, “I like everything about this boat”.
The Hatteras brand is quite famous

for their sport fishing boats and their
enviable record on the tournament cir-
cuit. The design and engineering is the
same for their motor yachts. Nothing
expresses this better than a trip to the
engine room – and it is a room.
Down the centre, there’s about seven

feet of headroom and you can get all
around both of the 1000 HP C18
Caterpillar engines. The rigging looked to
be of a very high standard and every sys-
tem was accessible. Access is down a lad-
der through a large cockpit hatch. This is
serious stuff!

The layout is traditional and every
area seems ready to welcome a whole
group to cruise in comfort. 
The bridge deck is the focal point, up

a flight of stairs and with a commanding
view in all directions. The captain’s eye is
about 18 feet above the water. The hard-
top is enclosed forward with removable
Isinglass panels, has air conditioning and
a gorgeous pair of Pompano seats with
footrests and lots of adjustment options.
The instrument binnacle is huge and
nearly vertical to minimize glare. The test
boat was laid out for serious navigation
with a pair of Raymarine G120s,
Caterpillar digital engine monitors, bat-
tery monitor panel, FLIR night vision and
Side Power thrusters bow and stern with
a Yacht Controller system (which we’ll

HATTERAS 60 Motor Yacht

By Andy Adams

PERFORMANCE

ENGINES
Twin Caterpillar C-18 diesel engines,
inline 6 cylinder, 1106 ci / 18.1 liters,
1001 bhp each, electronic controls, 
vee drive.

ENGINE (RPM) SPEED (MPH)
1800 21.8
2000 28.8*
2100 31.0
2300 (MAX) 34.5

*Cruising speed 

Performance and price quoted 
by Hatteras Yachts

hatterasyachts.com

Serious Seakeeping
in Comfort

http://hatterasyachts.com
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talk more about later). There was also a
Raymarine Autopilot and ICOM VHF.
Not on the Hatteras option books

was an addition by Armin Schabel; his
grandson’s seat. This child-sized seat is
on the forward edge of the bridge, safely
behind the cowling but with absolutely
the best view in the house! Cruising
with grandpa will be something he will
never forget!
The flooring is white non-slip fiber-

glass, but the owners are now planning to
add snap-in carpeting to reduce glare and
add comfort. On either side of the binna-
cle are huge bins with gasketed lids for
charts and miscellaneous items; the star-
board side has the stereo protected
inside. In fact, all the hatch lids have gas-
kets to prevent water intrusion.
Guests are well treated with an L-

shaped portside seat and removable
table. The bridge deck is open aft of the
arch and the owners have added comfort-
able folding chairs and an additional
table under the stars. A large refreshment
center with refrigerator, storage for the
removable barbecue that mounts on the
side rail and other items, forms a division
between the two areas.
Down on the main deck level is a

third dining area, outdoors, but protected
by the bridge overhang. The half-moon
table follows the contours of the aft
bench to accommodate about five at the
table plus two more on deck chairs for
gracious outdoor dining.
This area is separated from the main

cabin by a full glass bulkhead with heav-

ily built sliding glass doors that are in
three sections. Two of the sections can be
opened up when the climate and loca-
tion are favourable.
An optional feature is the passerelle

door on the starboard cabin side which is
very useful when docking and also adds
lots of airflow through the cabin when
cooking, or when moored. It is beside the
galley. Also, the yacht is equipped for a
side entrance ramp with an opening sec-
tion in the railing.
Back to the main cabin, a four-section

settee on the port side offers abundant
storage areas under the cushions and the

owner selected the optional hassocks
which can also serve as tables and have
storage inside. The cabin interior is all
done in a combination of mahogany
with Wenge trim. The floor is finished in
Netico – a composite type flooring that
looked very handsome.
Opposite the settee is a cabinet with

large flatscreen TV, glasses and storage;
the ship’s electrical panel is conveniently
located there as well.
It’s up one step and then forward up

the port side to a serving area and a fami-
ly-sized dining area with an elegant table
for more formal occasions. Large side win-

SPECIFICATIONS

Length 60'11"/18.57 m
Beam 18'2"/5.53 m
Weight 94,000 lb. /42,638 kg
Fuel Capacity 1,175 gal./4,448 L
Water Capacity 250 gal./946 L
Waste Capacity 100 gal./378 L
Base Price
(twin Caterpillar C18) $2,149,000 US

This photo was taken from the windshield facing aft. The dinette in the foreground has
place settings for six. Opposite, the galley features an island design, drawer refrigerators
and freezers, an available dishwasher, microwave and full oven as well as a cooktop.

The bow stateroom is bright and spacious with an island queen-size berth, storage in the
night tables on the sides, more under the berth and separate access into the day head.

http://www.canadianyachting.ca
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dows make this very bright and inviting.
The galley is opposite the dining area

and was quite impressive, even for a 60
footer. The owner had chosen to install a
dishwasher and microwave by Miele as
well as two Isotherm refrigerator drawers
and two freezer drawers that pull out.
This design can minimize the mess after
a rough run and keep the higher areas
clear for a more spacious feel. 
Other wonderful features are the

garbage disposal and a bank of drawers in
the forward bulkhead. Optionally, these
can be replaced with a wine cooler. The
galley includes an island with the sink.
Granite countertops are an elegant touch.
Throughout the yacht a standard-

equipment Bose audio system can bring
in your favourite music but if you prefer
silence, one of the things we were espe-
cially impressed with were Whisper Wall
interior panels. This gives the entire inte-
rior an upholstered look and incorpo-
rates both sound and climate control
insulation. Whisper Wall uses an innova-
tive track system to install the interior
panels giving a remarkably smooth and
tight look. They’re also easy to repair or
remove for service work and much lighter

than most other interior solutions.
The Hatteras 60 is fitted with a huge

windshield and an exterior suncover
reduces heat build-up. The large glass
panels are securely supported in welded
steel window mullions which are tied
into the total structure. The Hatteras engi-
neers told me the exterior has stainless
steel and aluminum backing plates
glassed into the decks. We really liked the
translucent panel in the bulkhead to
carry daylight to the lower deck.
Convenient storage lockers line the

companionway leading down a few steps
to the staterooms. The guest stateroom in
the bow includes storage in the night
tables, a large hanging locker, a big deck
hatch overhead and separate access into
the day head. 
This has a Headhunter MSD, granite

countertops and a round acrylic shower
stall that will be bright and easy to use.
It’s all beautifully finished with a kind of
restrained elegance.
The port side stateroom has what

Hatteras called crisscross single berths, one
longitudinal and one athwarships for a
more open layout. They have storage
underneath; there is a hanging locker and

The aft master stateroom is full beam and enjoys a full king-size berth. Abundant storage
including a cedar-lined hanging locker, a desk or make-up table on the starboard side and
huge windows in the hull sides on port and starboard give you all the comforts of home.
Insert Photo: The head in the master stateroom could easily be in a downtown condo. The
vessel sink, elegant hardware, granite countertops and large shower stall with glass doors
are a highlight of the Hatteras 60 Motor Yacht.

BEGIN YOUR 
RELATIONSHIP AT THESE 

CANADIAN DEALERS

BLACKFISH MARINE
1818 Maritime Mews

Grandville Island
Vancouver, BC  V6H 3X2

604-669-8081

——————

CRATE MARINE SALES
290 The Queensway South
Keswick, Ontario  L4P 2B3

905-476-4552
 

150 Laguna Parkway
Brechin, Ontario  L0K 1B0

705-484-5063
  

1 Port Street
Mississauga, Ontario  L5G 4N1

905-486-1726
 

93 Dock Lane
P. O. Box 573

Port McNicoll, Ontario  L0K 1R0
877-678-7678

 
951A Rue Principale
St.-Paul-Ile-Aux-Noix

Quebec, J0J1G0
450-291-4000

 ——————

MAPLE CITY MARINE LIMITED
P. O. Box 576

680 Grand Avenue East
Chatham, Ontario  N7M 5K6

519-354-3640

Visit our new factory
showroom in Oconto, 

Wisconsin or go to 
CruisersYachts.com/cy

http://CruisersYachts.com/cy


http://CruisersYachts.com/cy
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AALSMEER, HOLLAND      THOMASTON, MAINE        SHEUNG WAN, HONG KONG

1-800-269-0961        www.epifanes.com

Now with a new, more powerful UV filter.

A 109-Year Love 
Affair With Wood.

flatscreen television. This is a perfect cabin for grandchildren and
it could also be a crew cabin for an owner who doesn’t want to
handle the boat by themselves.
The master stateroom is absolutely a highlight in a boat

that’s full of highlights. It has a full king-sized bed with stor-
age underneath, the owner chose the starboard side
desk/make-up table option with standing headroom through-
out. The lockers are extremely deep and two very large oval-
shaped side windows both port and starboard bring lots of
daylight into this full beam master.
The master has a Sharp 42-inch flats creen, a full closet and

like all of the lockers onboard, it’s lined in aromatic cedar. 
The master head is remarkably spacious. You feel more like

you’re in a luxury condo than onboard a boat. There is a
home-sized shower stall with glass sliding doors, an elegant
vessel sink in a granite countertop and there’s loads of storage
in the vanity area.
A washer and dryer are concealed in the companionway. The

Hatteras 60 Motor Yacht really has it all. So, how does it all go?
We spent most of the day on Lake Ontario in fresh winds

and a sharp chop and I never felt a thing. The twin Caterpillar
C18s are smooth, quiet and powerful holding any speed easily
but happiest cruising at about 80% throttle. With 94,000 lbs. to
move, the Hatteras 60 is not sprightly but moves with determi-
nation and delivers what I believe will be impressive seakeeping
qualities and comfort.
As we pulled into the berth after our trip, Armin took out his

Yacht Controller remote and with precision, placed the boat
right in its slip just like a joystick boat. He says, “I wouldn’t have
a boat without it.”
The Hatteras heritage of offshore performance and the very

substantial size and weight of the yacht combined with all the
conveniences you could ask of a motor yacht in this size add up
to serious seakeeping in comfort!

This brightly lit and spacious engine room enjoys more than 7 feet
of headroom and you can get all the way around the 1000 HP
Caterpillar C18 diesel engines. Excellent!

http://www.epifanes.com
http://www.webasto-marine.com


mailto:us-customersupport@jeppesen.com
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CHRIS-CRAFT Corsair 28

By Andy Adams

Classic Elegance,
Contemporary Performance

THERE ARE FEW BOATS to compare
with the Corsair 28 by Chris-Craft, even
just in terms of size and amenities, but
especially in the area of style. This is a
boat that was very carefully designed to
be a unique blend of classic elegance
with the versatility of modern perform-
ance.
We had the pleasure of interviewing

Stephen Heese, the president of Chris-
Craft and he was well aware of the Chris-
Craft heritage and determined to preserve
and build on it. Chris-Craft is almost cer-
tainly the world’s oldest brand of pleas-
ure craft and boats the company built
back in the 1920s continue to be regular
winners at the various antique and classic
boat shows across North America.
Today, the company still displays a

1939 Chris-Craft Barrel Back in their
reception area – a special tribute to Chris-
Craft founder, Christopher Columbus
Smith who passed away in 1939.
I have a feeling Chris would be very

pleased with the new line of Chris-Crafts
for 2012. There is a definite family resem-
blance from the smallest to the largest
models and Stephen Heese spoke to this

saying, “From 100 yards away, you can
recognize a Chris-Craft. We dare to be dif-
ferent. We want the customer to say
‘wow!’ when they see the boat.”
Our test boat was an eye-catching

metallic silver grey colour accented by the
liberal use of real teak inside and out. The

The elegant and functional companion seat has built-in stainless steel handholds plus
another one on the dashboard. Inside the glove box is the Kenwood audio system; notice
the fold-down step to help you up and onto the deck.
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SPECIFICATIONS

Length 29’8”/9.0 m
Beam 10’0”/3.05 m
Dry Weigh 7,500 lb./3,402 kg
Fuel Capacity 150 gal./568 L
Water Capacity 35 gal./132 L
Waste Capacity 10 gal./38 L
Price $223,078.12 US

Test boat provided by and price 
quoted by Chris Craft
www.chriscraft.com

PERFORMANCE

TEST BOAT ENGINES
Twin MerCruiser 350 MAG stern drives,
350 ci/5.7 L displacement, 300 hp V8
engines with multi-port electronic fuel
injection and MerCruiser DTS Digital
Throttle and Shift controls.

ENGINE (RPM) SPEED (MPH)
1000 6.6
1500 8.9
2000 11.9
2500 24.1*
3000 29.5
3500 37.7
4000 46.8

*Cruising speed 

Performance data supplied 
by Gamin GPS

look is high-end and yet it is a nod to the
wooden Chris-Crafts of the past. You can
keep it silver and there will be little main-
tenance but I suspect most Corsair 28
owners who option out their boat like
this will keep the teak finished bright and
I suspect many of these will be kept
indoors.
A Muskoka boathouse would be per-

fect although at a real 29’ 8”, it is big for
inland lakes. There are smaller models
but the Corsair 28 is well suited to the big
waters off shore in the Great Lakes or
Georgian Bay. To be fair though, it is a
picnic/sunbathing boat with a cuddy
cabin more than a cruiser.
But, the Corsair 28 is much more than

a big runabout.
Starting at the bow, the running light

hardware is custom and carries a tradi-
tional flagstaff with a Chris-Craft pen-

The twin hydraulic rams lift the entire teak trimmed aft deck to reveal very good access to
the twin Mercs. The engine bay is extensively insulated for sound.

Sport Boats 17-30’

Sport Cruisers 24-37’

75 Forestview Road, Orillia, ON L3V 6H1
877-759-8333 or 705-327-2002

Sport Yacht & Yacht 39-61’

Motor Yachts & Convertibles 54-100’

Always open at

SKYLINEMARINA.com

nant; there is an anchor hatch with teak
and stainless steel inlay. The foredeck
anchor locker includes an electric wind-
lass and an anchor that can be managed
from the helm. Our test boat had the full
teak “Heritage Edition” deck with teak
and stainless deck rails and also teak cov-
ering boards. A deck sun pad is optional.
Then, there is a steeply raked back

stainless-steel, windshield frame with
tempered glass that looks great. The
cleats are all pop-up recessed types and at
the stern is a molded-in swim platform,
again finished in teak and with stainless-

http://www.chriscraft.com
http://SKYLINEMARINA.com
http://www.canadianyachting.ca
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steel trim and a hidden boarding ladder.
There’s a pop-out ski tow eye and also a freshwater shower,

ideal for washing off the salt after a dip in the ocean. A teak step
is molded into the transom to help you up onto the hydrauli-
cally actuated engine hatch. Again, it’s teak but a sun pad can be
placed here for tanning.
The interior is richly upholstered and appointed. The seating

is in a U-shape across the transom and up both sides, ending
with a sloped backrest section for tanning. These backrests lift
for fender storage which keeps things neat. There is abundant
under-seat storage and the battery switches are under the port
side aft bench.
A removable teak picnic table is a nice touch and the test boat

had an Isotherm refrigerator under the seat as well. An optional
galley package with sink, grill and refrigerator is available.
In fact, the option list allows buyers to escape the teak if they

choose, add snap-out carpeting and really personalize their
Corsair but we suspect most are sold loaded; it’s that kind of boat.
The helm is a main attraction with the gorgeous varnished

mahogany steering wheel, tilting of course, a dashboard that is
reminiscent of the ‘engine turned’ styles from the 1920s, a full
set of engine instruments for the twin MerCruiser 350 MAG

The Best Tender
Lift Solution

The freedom to 
use your watercraft 
where and when you 
want with just the 
touch of a button! 
FreedomLift™

is the ideal solution 
for transporting 
your tender or PWC.

� Installs independent of your swim platform

� The ONLY lift with easily removable Lift Arms

� Features wireless, hydraulic remote control operation

� Lifting capacity of 800+ lbs.

� Innovative design better than old-style platform lifts

See our dynamic video and digital portfolio on the web

www.freedomlift.com
Call us toll free: 1-866-543-8669

US Patent #6,474,265       Canadian Patent # 2,393,105

When we lifted up a port side upholstery cushion, we discovered
this refrigerator as well as generous storage areas.

This truly is the best seat in the house! The double-wide helm seat is
electrically adjustable. We love the wood-rimmed steering wheel and
the traditional array of analog gauges. The large flat area is designed
to accommodate the optional Garmin multifunction display.

http://www.freedomlift.com


http://skippersplan.com
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FULLY STOCKED CHANDLERY AND ONLINE STORE 

For all your boating needs
901 Oxford Street, Toronto, M8Z 5T1
info@foghmarine.com
1 - 8 0 0 - 3 4 2 - f o g h  (3644)

www.fogh.ca

1 90 orxfxforOOxf
o@inf oghmarf

1 - 8 0 0 - 3

www

onto, M8Z 5T1ord Street, Td Street, Toror
ine.comoghmar

o g h4 2 - f1 - 8 0 0 - 3 4)4 (36

aogh.c.fwww

engines and a fabulous double-helm seat. This has a flip-up bol-
ster and electric adjustment as well as built-in polished stainless
handholds.
Big sturdy handholds and thick padding is everywhere for

safety and comfort. On the companion side is a glove box that
conceals the Kenwood audio system. 
For those planning to travel a bit, there is an optional

Garmin 5208 touchscreen navigation system with GPS and
depth finder. This goes on the dash near the centerline so either
side can navigate.
The cabin is accessed through a door and opening hatch that

we found a bit snug. Inside, the cabin space is lit by the deck
hatch by day or LED lights at night. An optional Tecma head
occupies the centre and a full macerator system is available. 
Driving the boat out in the bay in Sarasota, we were in a

moderate chop with a lot of other boat traffic so the bay was
disturbed by rolling wakes of various sizes. In spite of that, the
boat was always comfortable and soft riding. We got a feeling of
extreme weight and solid construction. Even at speeds that had
gone beyond comfortable, the boat still felt solid and in control.
This is a no excuses kind of a boat. It’s not a performance boat
but it sure goes!
The steeply raked windshield is well-positioned for you to

see through or over by flipping up the bolster.
The twin MerCruiser Digital Throttle and Shift levers are a

joy to use and have an engine synchronization feature and a
ganged trim button, so it’s easy to drive it well. The test boat had
the selectable Corsa exhaust – quiet around the harbour, open
at speed in the ocean. Once you hit the open water, you see that
this boat is all about the helm and the driving experience. It’s
very satisfying and our test boat top end of 46.8 mph on GPS
was flying. However, we were propped wrong and only turning
4000 rpm, not the 4600 max that would probably take us over
50 with ease.
To sum up, the Chris-Craft Corsair 28 is a special boat for the

owner who sees it and recognizes that this is a reflection of ones
own tastes and priorities for pleasure.

This elegant picnic table mounts on the port side of the aft bench
seat and it's removable.

mailto:info@foghmarine.com
http://www.fogh.com
http://www.bayportyc.com
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http://CatalinaYachts.com
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GEMINI 105 MC

By John Kerr

A Rugged 
Performance Catamaran
Just Launched in Canada

I AM SLOWLY becoming a fan of
Catamarans. Now, having sailed and
reviewed more and more of these boats I
am starting to get it. Excellent space below,
and a stable, shallow draft allows for
effortless cruising and wonderful speeds
underway – all wonderful attributes that
the market is rewarding more often these
days. What’s also new for Gemini is the
recent deal struck with Hunter to build
these boats. In today’s market, this makes
a lot of sense; levering the quality and
workmanship the staff at the Alachua,
Florida plant will definitely add to the
allure, value and quality of this boat. 
I recently got a chance to sail a Gemini

105 MC on a sunny day with great north-
west breezes that ranged between 10-25
knots in puffs that graced the relatively
flat waters. Resulting performance charac-
teristics of this boat had us humming

along at 7+ knots effortlessly with no
sense of stress or strain. The boat was pro-
pelled beautifully by the large foresail
easily tweaked with its roller reefing gear
and sheeting. The crew could not stop
smiling as we easily tacked and gybed
taking every bit of wind we could har-
ness. I must admit that this was the hard-
est test I had put any boat through but
was encouraged to do so by its owner and
Slavek Krolikiewicz, owner of North
Lakes Yachting. 
Now for a traditional monohull

sailor, it took a bit of getting used to the
steering, but I was pleased with all points
of sail and impressed with the visibility
from the rigid bimini-covered aft cock-
pit’s starboard steering station. The rud-
ders lift to a draft of 18 inches and allow

great steerage in this position. A Teleflex
linkage system allows one rudder to be
pulled while the other is pushed. This is
an affordable, comfortable catamaran
with performance to boot and it is rela-
tively new to the Canadian market. 
The cockpit is airy and easily accessi-

ble by stern steps to both port and star-
board and can easily handle eight.
Moving forward, there are well-placed
handrails making the transition easy.
Gemini did compromise somewhat by
giving up some deck space to maximize
the cockpit space and height but it was a
great move. Forward, the rigid foredeck
houses the anchor locker and the neat
screecher tack traveller and fixed genoa
stay. All halyards, sheeting and reefing
lines lead aft. The split backstay is con-
trolled here as well. 
Upwind performance is driven by the
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SPECIFICATIONS

LOA 33 ft. 6 in./10.21 m
LWL 31 ft. 9 in./9.68 m
Beam 14 ft./4.27 m
Draft Minimum 1 ft. 6 in./0.46 m
Draft Maximum 5 ft 6 in./1.68 m
Displacement 4.29 tons/4354 kg
Number of Berths 6-8
Inboard Engines 1
Fuel Type Diesel
Fuel Capacity 36 US gal./136 l
Water Capacity 60 US gal./227 l

positively buoyant twin centerboards
that drop to five feet and are easily raised
and lowered. The wonderful 14-foot
beam is carried easily by the twin semi-
circular hulls and allows the 105 MC to
be easily berthed in most marinas.
The mast is a double-spreader rig. The

hull is solid GRP laminated from woven

The crew could not stop smiling as we easily tacked and gybed taking every bit of wind 
we could harness.

Forward there is a neat stateroom/dressing
area that has great storage and a double-
berth placed in the center of the boat 
forward of the mast. 

http://www.canadianyachting.ca
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For more information, 
contact one of the following 
Canadian dealers in your area!

British Columbia
Fraser Yacht Sales 
1818 Maritime Mews
Grandville Island V6H 3X2 
Tel: (604) 734-3344
www.fraseryachtsales.com 

Ontario
Navy Point Marine 
One Port Street East
Mississauga L5G 4S2
Tel: (905) 271-2222
www.navypointmarine.com 

Quebec
Marina Gagnon et files ltée
50 62nd Avenue
St. Paul de l'ile aux Noix J0J 1G0
Tel: (450) 291-3336
www.marinagagnon.com 

roving and mat with polyester resin. An
outer layer of resin and gel protects
against osmosis. 
Below decks, you are greeted immedi-

ately by the aft facing U-shaped settee
and dinette in what most refer to as the
bridge deck level main salon. This con-
verts to a double-bunk. To starboard (or
starboard hull) is the galley – a wonder-
ful elongated working space amidships.
Forward there is a neat stateroom/dress-
ing area that has great storage and a 
double-berth placed in the center of the
boat forward of the mast. Aft to starboard

is another double berth. In the port hull
is a head complete with shower, the nav
station and another double-berth aft. 
When under power you are pushed

along easily by a 27 HP Westerbeke
inboard.
The Gemini 105 MC gets my vote for

a great alternative for liveaboard cruising.
Its price point makes it a wonderful
option but the attributes mentioned first
hand are compelling for anyone who
wants the stable ride and adventure while
gunkholing just about anywhere. 

CANADIAN DEALER 

North Lakes Yachting 
northlakesyachting.com 

Below decks, you are greeted immediately
by the aft facing U-shaped settee and
dinette in what most refer to as the bridge
deck level main salon.

Moving forward, there are well-placed
handrails making the transition easy.
Gemini did compromise somewhat by giving
up some deck space to maximize the cockpit
space and height but it was a great move. 

The cockpit is airy and easily accessible by
stern steps to both port and starboard and
can easily handle eight. 

http://www.fraseryachtsales.com
http://www.navypointmarine.com
http://www.marinagagnon.com
http://northlakesyachting.com
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http://www.boatingfreedom.com
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By Galley Guys Andy Adams, 
John Armstrong and Greg Nicoll
Photographs by Andrew Leslie

A Sharpie and a Turkey
THE GALLEY GUYS have an idea, take
out a sharpie and draw a big large circle
on your calendar around October 10th,
2011, Thanksgiving Day. Consider this
circle a waypoint for your boating season.
Maybe even draw an arrow pointing to
the circle as a statement  that you are tak-
ing full measure of both the joy and
beauty of your boat and the aboard com-
panionship of friends and family.
Many of our friends consider the pass-

ing of Labour Day as the hard stop of the
season and resign themselves to shutting
down for the winter. It is time to fight the
pain of a long drawn out “not boating

season” by concentrating on food and
friends, rather than hauling-out, shrink-
wrapping and pouting. If you’re con-
cerned about the chill in the air, get some
better gear, think about having a furnace
installed on your boat, get a thicker duvet
or snuggle closer together. But don’t miss
the beautiful fall colours, the chevron
flight of migrating geese passing over
head or the freshness of autumn air. The
Galley Guys are fully committed to fall
boating and have marked a circle on

Thanksgiving Day for a special meal. 

GALLEY GUY’S FIVE STEPS
FOR A GREAT BOATING
THANKSGIVING DINNER
#1 The first thing to do is to invite family
or friends or both for a special
Thanksgiving dinner on your boat, make
home-made invitations and send them to
your guests. Now that you are committed,
Step 2!
#2 Design your menu: turkey breast
(maybe two), vegetables, mashed pota-
toes, pumpkin pie or that special family
tradition dessert that has been passed

The Galley Guys cooked one turkey breast on the BBQ but there
was still room for another.

Butter pepper and squash - perfect fall food.

Dress up your galley with fall colours and a table cloth and you
can feel like you are at the Ritz.

Galley Guy John hard at work in the galley; he looks too happy for
being in the office.
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North C-Series Gennakers™ combine the downwind 
power of a reaching Gennaker with the convenience of 

a roller-furling genoa. Pull the sheet and 
you’re off! Pull the furling line and presto... 

you’re furled! Call your North Sails 
representative today and get rollin’.

Toronto  
416-259-9644
Nova Scotia  
902-634-3343
Vancouver  

604-271-2111 

www.northsails.com

     
 

      

 

  

  

  
 

     
 

      

 

  

  

  
 

     
 

      

 

  

  

  
 

     
 

      

 

  

  

  
 

     
 

      

 

  

  

  
 

     
 

      

 

  

  

  
 

     
 

      

 

  

  

  
 

     
 

      

 

  

  

  
 

     
 

      

 

  

  

  
 

     
 

      

 

  

  

  
 

     
 

      

 

  

  

  
 

     
 

      

 

  

  

  
 

     
 

      

 

  

  

  
 

     
 

      

 

  

  

  
 

down through your family’s history.
#3 Find a pretty favourite spot to anchor
so as to admire the view.
#4 Decorate your boat. Lay out some
Indian corn, colourful leaf arrangements,
a cornucopia, gourds, and the warm glow
of container candles that will make what-
ever you choose for dinner seem much
more festive. If you lay down a nice white
tablecloth and napkins with a centre
piece of fresh fall flowers, you can be
almost as classy as the Galley Guys are.
#5 Take pictures of your boat full of
friends with a backdrop of some spectac-
ular fall foliage and enjoy!

For number one, three, four and five,
you are on your own, but the Galley Guys
can help with number two: the menu.
Our suggestion is to keep it simple. On
our last floating Thanksgiving dinner, we
chose a turkey breast over a full bird as it

1 (approximately 3-pound) turkey breast with bone 

3/4 teaspoon salt - divided use

3/4 teaspoon ground black pepper - divided use

1 cup barbecue sauce 

2 tablespoons of olive oil

1 tablespoon white distilled vinegar 

2 teaspoons firmly packed brown sugar 

1 teaspoon brown mustard 

1/4 teaspoon Worcestershire sauce 

Prepare grill to medium-high heat

Rub turkey with olive oil then sprinkle turkey breast evenly with 1/2 teaspoon of the salt and 1/2 tea-
spoon of the pepper. Place turkey, breast-side down, on prepared grill. Cook to a golden brown, turn-
ing to sear all sides, about 15 minutes. 

Meanwhile, in a small bowl, combine barbecue sauce, vinegar, brown sugar, mustard, Worcestershire
sauce, remaining 1/4 teaspoon salt and remaining 1/4 teaspoon pepper; mix well. 

Baste entire surface of turkey with sauce. Continue grilling, allowing surface to caramelize and turn
deep golden brown, but without burning, about 15 minutes. 

Remove breast from the grill and wrap in aluminum foil, sealing all sides. Return to grill until turkey
has reached an internal temperature of 170° to 175°F (approximately 80°C), about 45 minutes.
Remove from grill and let sit for 10 minutes before carving. 

Makes 12 servings.

Thanksgiving Dinner On Board

http://www.northsails.com
http://www.canadianyachting.ca
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Gemini 105Mc Catamaran

NorthLakesYachting.com | Port Credit Harbour Marina | 905-458-8207 

North Lakes Yachting Inc.

Visit us at the Annapolis Boat Show from October 6-10!

Sales | Charters | Brokerage

Delphia 40.3 On Display Gemini 105 MC On Display

took minimal preparation and fit nicely
on the marine barbeque. Start with a
turkey breast, locally grown (recom-
mended), hand rub with olive oil and
add spices (parsley, sage, rosemary, and
thyme – just like the Simon and
Garfunkel song). BBQ for 20 minutes per
pound at a medium to hot temperature.
A meat thermometer is really important
as BBQs are not as accurate as home
stoves and guessing is not an option
when guest are coming; internal temper-
ature of 170° F – 180° F will do nicely.
The fall is especially rich with local

farmer’s markets everywhere, great locally
gown vegetables, savoury herbs and
spices. Those once a year flavours like
parsnips and turnips can be also be done
on the grill. Galley Guy John insisted that
Thanksgiving wouldn’t be Thanksgiving
without mashed potatoes. Boiling and
mashing potatoes is easily done but if

turkey breast, so we picked them right off
the grocer’s shelf. We jazzed them up
with some more seasonings, fried
onions, mushrooms and garlic. Greaves
make a wonderful jar of cranberries
which tasted as if they were almost fresh.
Our acorn squash was cooked in the
microwave, but is also very tasty if cooked
on the BBQ’s top shelf, or oven with a lit-
tle salt, pepper, and butter. Bring a pump-
kin pie from home or buy one at the
market stall. We must confess the Galley
Guys took the easy way out and brought
whipped cream (in a can) to round out
the meal as we didn’t have any beaters on
board. Next year!
To take the chill out of the evening air,

the Galley Guy’s sniffed a little Johnny
Walker Black followed by a beautiful bot-
tle of California Sterling Cabernet
Sauvignon – a personal Galley Guy
favourite – to complement the meal.

you’re tight on time or space, dare I say
take the easy way with a box of instant
mashed potatoes (substitute cream for
milk for a smoother and richer version).
It is surprising how good they taste with
lots of gravy and pepper. You could also
prepare the potatoes ahead of time and
just heat up in the microwave. Either way,
turkey gravy is mandatory but impossi-
ble, as is stuffing, when grilling only a

A toast to a great Thanksgiving Dinner, great
food, great wine and a pretty girl – fantastic!

http://NorthLakesYachting.com
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ENVIRONMENT MATTERS

Support the Call for 12 New 
Marine-Protected Areas by 2012

By Andy Adams

I THINK it’s a given that as a Canadian
Yachting reader, you are passionate about
Canada’s waters and protecting them from
pollution and wildlife threats. Recently, an
article in the Globe & Mail presented a
way to easily demonstrate our commit-
ment to the waters we love so much.
Back in June, tied to ‘Oceans Day

2011’, the Canadian Parks and Wilder -
ness Society challenged the federal 
government to establish 12 new marine-
protected areas by the end of 2012. This is
very positive and you can support their
efforts by simply signing their petition.
Here are some of the reasons why you
will want to do that right now.
While Canada boasts one of the

largest ocean territories in the world, less
than 1% of it is protected through mean-
ingful long-term conservation measures.
The federal government made a commit-
ment seven years ago to establish a net-

work of marine-protected areas by 2012.
Since then, we’ve lost too much time to
get a full network in place, but Canada
can make progress by creating at least 12
new marine protected areas! 
So, who is the Canada Parks and

Wilderness Society? CPAWS is Canada’s
voice for wilderness. Since 1963 the organ-
ization has taken the lead in creating over
two-thirds of Canada’s protected areas.
That amounts to about half a million
square kilometres – an area bigger than
the entire Yukon Territory! CPAWS vision
is that Canada will protect at least half of
our public land and water. As a national
charity with 13 chapters, 40,000 support-
ers and hundreds of volunteers, CPAWS
works collaboratively with governments,
local communities, industry and indige-
nous peoples to protect our country’s
amazing natural places. CPAWS is also on
guard to ensure that our parks are man-

aged to protect the nature within them.
“Creating 12 new marine-protected

areas within the next 15 months is an
ambitious but doable target for the feder-
al government and an important step
towards meeting Canada’s international
commitment to create a full network of
marine-protected areas in all of our
oceans,” says CPAWS’ Oceans Program
Manager Sabine Jessen.
Marine-protected areas are defined by

the Department of Fisheries and Oceans
as a specific geographical space managed
to achieve the long-term conservation of
nature. Some marine-protected areas are
fully marine in nature while others have
terrestrial components. By that defini-

Lophelia pertusa is the most common
aggregate-forming deep-water coral.
Typically, it is found at depths between 200
and 1,000 m along the eastern shores of
North America (e.g., Nova Scotia, Blake
Plateau, Florida Straits, Gulf of Mexico) as
well as other areas around the world.
Photo Courtesy of NOAA

Gwaii Haanas, British Columbia, is
Canada's newest National Marine
Conservation Area. 
Photo Courtesy of Graham Osborne
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this issue is an object lesson courtesy the USPS.
The author, a seasoned boater who, with her
husband, cruises in South Carolina aboard their
28 ft. Grandy White, fell overboard.

The most important words in the article are these: “Don
reminded me to put on my life vest.”
Drowning deaths are up in Canada. According to 2010

numbers from the Lifesaving Society, there were a disturbing
404 drownings in Canadian waters in 2010. In 2009, that
number was 368. Ontario had most of the deaths, followed
by Quebec, B.C. and Newfoundland and Labrador.
There has been a significant rise in the number of drown-

ings of children under five, but, by July 2011, a disturbing
number of drowning victims where adults who were not
wearing life jackets when they fell out of a boat.
In Northern Saskatchewan, five men in a boat hit a reef.

Two men fell overboard. They were not wearing life jack-
ets. They drowned.
In Ontario, a row boat capsized when an occupant

attempted to retrieve a lost oar. Four of the five who fell
out of the boat swam to shore. The fifth drowned. There
were no PFDs on board.
Also, in Ontario, two men drowned following a collision

with another boat.
In New Brunswick, a boat carrying five people capsized.

Two men and a woman, who were wearing life jackets,
made it to shore. The other two men died. A fishing boat
accident led to another death – two men fell overboard.
One made shore. According to the Fredericton RCMP, in
2010, four people drowned in New Brunswick. By June 20,
2011, three people had drowned. None of them, said the
RCMP, were wearing a life jacket.

According to the Canadian Red Cross, 80 per cent of
boating fatality victims in Canada weren’t wearing a flota-
tion device. According to the Fredericton RCMP, most
boating-related fatalities happen on inland waters at low
speeds, often relatively close to shore.
Why do people who automatically fasten up their seat belts

in their vehicles neglect to wear a PDF when on the water? 
According to Barbara Byers, a spokeswoman for the

Lifesaving Society, people aren’t getting the message about
water safety. Knowing how to swim and wearing a life-

jacket while on a boat are key to avoiding being one of the
hundreds of people who drown each year, the society said.
“People just don’t realize the risk or the power of the
water,” said Byers. “Some people don’t realize they need
swimming survival skills.”
There can be no sadder words, at the end of a report on

a boating accident than these: the search for the missing
boater has been called off. 

Joan Eyolfson Cadham, S, Editor-in-Chief
Saskatchewan Squadron

In

WINDSHIFTS

Port Hole needs your cruising stories
You don’t need to sail around the world to qualify. A four-day cruise in a 20-footer

would be perfect story material. Do you have a favourite weekend getaway that’s within

comfortable cruising range of your marina? Worried that releasing the location of the

secret spot will destroy your bit of paradise? Then do what the editor of Port Hole did

for years when she talked about visiting the island owned by the Hay family. She mis-

named the island. Photos? Boaters need to be wearing PFDs. Hats are good, too.

Children on docks need to be wearing PFDs. We need to set the example, visually as

well as verbally. 

Send text and photos for Port Hole to Joan Eyolfson Cadham at theporthole@cps-ecp.ca

Photos should be sent by email or on CD as jpegs or tiffs. Please do not compress or

downsize your photos when sending them. We need winter, fall, summer, and spring

waterscapes from ALL regions of Canada. 

mailto:theporthole@cps-ecp.ca
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is hard to believe that it has been almost two
years since the Sherbrooke Conference when I
took my initial pledge of office, and my term as
Chief Commander is rapidly coming to a close.

As with all of my predecessors, during the past two years and
countless contacts with our members, volunteers, and staff,
I leave office in October very impressed with the quality of
individuals associated with this organization and the level of
support and dedication shown towards its standards, opera-
tions and position in the forefront of the recreational boating
community in Canada. The opportunity and ability to meet
and exchange ideas and enjoy camaraderie with so many of
you across the country is the major perk of this position and
I would like to take this opportunity to thank you for open-
ing your hearts and minds to me during this time. It has been
an honour to serve as your Chief Commander.
When initially taking office, I advised that CPS would

continue with ongoing change. We have, with much hap-
pening over the past two years. 
The period was highlighted by the approval of our 2011-

2015 Five Year Strategic Plan and the implementation of many
of the activities contained therein. We are well on our way
toward achieving many of the specific goals, and up-dates on
related activities can be viewed under “Members Moorings –
Strategic Plan” on our redesigned Member’s website. 
We have targeted improving our internal communications

and strengthening our volunteer base as well as expanding
activities and programs better to introduce CPS to the boat-
ing public. We have successes and on-going challenges,
some a result of the completion of the PCOC implementa-
tion period by the Federal Government that saw September
15, 2009 deadline come and go, and some being faced by all
not-for-profit volunteer driven organizations in our current
demanding and busy world. The introduction of the manda-
tory PCOC had, and will continue to have, a lasting impact
on CPS and the way the public view our courses and their
own respective needs. We are adjusting and at the same time
implementing reviews to highlight further adjustments
needed to meet changing demands. This includes a review
of the structure of the Boating Course and the introduction
of our first full on-line course and exam (PCOC). 
Due to our complimentary first year membership for those

successfully completing the Boating and PCOC course exams
combined with a substantial increase in demand due to the
September 15, 2009 PCOC deadline, our membership num-
bers and course sales revenues enjoyed a substantial spike
during our 2010 operating year. With the PCOC introduc-
tion period over, we faced a drop in related course sales and
new members during this 2011 operating year and this has
led to a greater emphasis being placed on membership reten-
tion and membership value. There has been a marked increase
in direct member contact this Spring and the Partnership
and Member benefit subcommittee has been working suc-
cessfully on developing additional monetary benefits for all
of our members (refer notes below). To help further in this
area, some of you may receive a request to participate in a
formal survey of our current and lapsed members. If given
the opportunity, please do participate.  
We have also just appointed a new Ad Hoc Committee to

review and make recommendations to improve our
Organizational Effectiveness, which will improve our Board,
Regulations, and decision making processes. 
Other notable activities include CPS Associate Members

now having the right to hold elected office and vote, the
accreditation of our English and French PCOC courses by
Transport Canada, and the introduction of a revitalized CPS
public website.
Following are some additional activities for this past year

noted by Department. For a complete, detailed report please
log on to www.cps-ecp.ca, Members Moorings and click on
“The Year That Was”.

Executive Department – Richard Bee, AP
• Substantial improvements were made to the Web Based
Administration System (WBAS) and a major update and
translation was completed for the related “Help Menu”;

• A training program, in the form of webinars, is being
developed to train WBAS support officers.

• The Recreational Vessel Courtesy Check Program is off
to an earlier start this year with 265 voluntary checkers
presently in place.

• Squadron Support Program is being up-dated. 

Mal Blann AP, Chief Commander,
Sur-Del Squadron

It

ONTHEBRIDGE

continued on page 4
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The Training Department – Joe Gatfield, AP
• Joe Gatfield has been appointed to a new National Boating Education
Standards Panel established by the National Association of State Boating Law
Administrators (NASBLA)

• The English version of our PCOC course is now called Boating Basics.
• A new Training Department Guidebook was introduced.
• Instructor Standards were approved October 2010 and become effective
September 1, 2011;

Administrative Department – Catherine McLeod, AP
• New Member benefits include a 33.3% discount on membership packages for
vessel assistance services with C-Tow Marine, and a 10% discount program
with RONA Building Supplies, initially with stores West of Ontario.

• Application was made to Canada Post for a stamp to commemorate CPS 75th
anniversary in conjunction with the 2013 Annual Conference/AGM

• Canadian Yachting Association has agreed to purchase and use CPS PCOC
course manuals.

• a “Best Practices” webpage named ePromoto is being introduced.
• Our Partnership with Weems & Plath has been renewed including sponsorship
of the G. William Bowman Instructor of the Year Award

• Quebec/Levis has been confirmed as the site for the 2014 Annual
Conference/AGM

Secretary’s Department – Elaine Jeffery, P
• CPS, especially Juan de Fuca Squadron, Vancouver Island South, had signifi-
cant impact in Shoreline Cleanups

• Longevity Pins program continued for all qualifying Members in 2011 with
CPS Foundation funding assistance. 

Treasurer’s Department – Robert Pepin, AP
• Financial Review Committee revised, simplified and better documented Financial
Management and reporting processes for Districts and Squadrons with new
guidelines effective April 1, 2011.

• In June, the Governing Board approved a break-even budget for 2011-2012. 
• Treasurer’s Report on 2010-2011 results has been published within the “Annual
General Meeting” pull out section.

Committee on Rules – Norm Headrick, SN
• All Regulations have been promptly updated after each GB Meeting;

Law Committee – Claude Martin, JN
• Faced many issues resulting from an increasingly complex operating environment.

Our HQ staff, lead by Executive Director Alain Brière, continue to provide strong
support and excellent service to our volunteers, members and the public. An excep-
tional job has been performed on the new PCOC accreditation process, which
included preparation of new English and French manuals, and preparations for
approval of our new online course, notwithstanding the Maternity Leave absence
of our Junior Publication and Graphic designer. Congratulations Liz on the birth
of a healthy baby boy.
And, for your part, whether you participate in CPS as a volunteer, active Member,

or not so active Member, your support through Membership enables us to continue
to fulfill our Mission. I sincerely thank you!
Happy and Safe Boating to All! 

Continued from Page 3
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I’m a former sailor - 46 seasons - but increasingly bad knees and an
uncertain back converted me to power. In 2005, I purchased a new
Rosborough 22’ sea skiff powered by a 120 hp Cummins diesel mar-
ried to a Mercruiser outdrive. She is well into her seventh season with
over 820 hours on the engine log. At my normal cruising speed of 10
knots, I burn 1.5 gallons of diesel fuel per hour. Increased fuel costs
have not seriously impacted my use and enjoyment of “Surprise”.
Not so for many of my neighbours.
I’m guessing that, at most marinas in central Canada, the great
majority of 32 to 45 foot power cruisers with twin gasoline engines
tend to be older boats. Maybe 20 years old. Maintained in mint condi-
tion by enthusiastic owners, these boats often have their original
engines which are not as efficient as contemporary ones. In earlier
times, depending on the number and extent of cruises during a sea-
son, fuel costs ran in the $2,000 - $3,500 range. 
Boat owners in my marina describe their fuel consumption with both
engines operating as being between 8 gals/hr to 15 gals/hr. The latest
run-up in gas costs will dramatically change the annual costs of a
boat that is used for occasional longer cruises. Consider the following:
This table shows the potential fuel cost of a weekend run from our
marina to a favourite spot on the Rideau, 12 hours running time.

Assuming that most boaters buy premium fuel, and converting from
litres to imperial gallons, this is the fuel cost for such a weekend trip.

12 hour running time:
fuel use per hour $7.50/gal. $8.00/gal. $8.50/gal
8 gals/hr $720 $768 $816
12 gals/hr $1,080 $1,152 $1,224
15 gals/hr $1,350 $1,440 $1,530

If my math is OK, then the boater who takes one long holiday cruise,
55 hours running time. plus just two weekend trips of 12 hours each
will face gas costs of $6,432. Add dockage, insurance, mechanics’
fees and general maintenance and inflation is certainly hitting the
power-boating fraternity.
I’d like to hear from owners of single screw trawlers of similar length
range. What is your average fuel consumption? 

Dennis Dwyer, Perth, ON

Visit the CPS Forums for futher discussions: http://forums.cps-ecp.ca

Tony Cook, S
Chair, National Communications Committee
Toronto Squadron

Simple concepts – significant results

A drinking straw and a paper print-out. Glue them together
to make a parade flag and hand them out to all the kids on
the parade route. Instant involvement and happy faces. 
This is just one of the useful ideas to be found in the new

ePROMOTO section of Members Moorings. The members
of Gabriola Island Squadron (BC) http://powersquadron.
gabriola.org/ who thought up and produced these flags and
other items, are among many members contributing ideas to
this initiative.
A successor to PRO-MO-TO, the popular printed

newsletter for CPS officers, ePROMOTO brings on-line a
collection of tried-and-true ideas in the areas of Public
Relations, Membership and Training, with some additional
features thrown in for good measure.
The concept behind ePROMOTO is simple: Districts and

Squadrons across Canada are constantly running events for
which they may need new ideas. Since the spirit of boating is
one of helping and sharing, we ask that you share your suc-
cesses with fellow members.

ePROMOTO is the vehicle; it will become a living reg-
istry which can be accessed at any time.
We have selected numerous ideas from earlier issues of

PRO-MO-TO, added many new ones (such as Gabriola’s

flags), and developed some interesting and useful “How-to”
information.
In the works is a Speakers Registry. We hope that you will

send us contact information about speakers and presenters
who have worked with your Squadron and who might be
interested in working with other Squadrons in your area – for
training sessions, Squadron and District meetings, and social
events.
Check out ePROMOTO today – it is clearly linked from

Members Moorings and the Officers Web. Then, write us a
note about your successful idea. Include images where possi-
ble. The ePromoto Manager is Suzie Boudreault and her
contact information is listed on each page of the section.
Suzie is bilingual, lives and works in both Toronto and
Montreal and spends the summer months living aboard.

SPINDRIFT

MAILCALL theporthole@cps-ecp.ca

Photo: D
on B

utt, A
P
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A Fork in the Road

It’s been said many times that despite our best intentions,
life gets in the way... Although distractions may slow our
progress and delay our goals, it is often these very detours
that make up the fabric of our lives. Take, for instance, the
first camping trips of the year...
An early season trip to Myrtle Beach has been an ongo-

ing tradition for a number of years. A week camping in
the Westfalia while most are still parked for the winter is
priceless. This year it also presented an opportunity to put
our strong Canadian dollar to use and achieve at least one
of the goals I mentioned in a previous column. After much
research on four stroke outboards we purchased a Suzuki
DF6 from a high volume dealer in Virginia. Although we
would have liked to support a local retailer, we saved near-
ly 40% buying in the US.
A week after our return north we continued another tra-

dition – opening weekend camping at Bon Echo Provincial
Park on Mazinaw Lake, Ontario. The weather is typically
hit or miss on this April weekend (more often miss than
hit). This year the sun warmed the air during the day but
the nights were downright cold. I won’t soon forget my
first experience with the new Suzuki. I started the break-in
period while there was still ice on the lake. By the end of
the weekend it was gone. Who ever thought a dinghy
could make such a good icebreaker? The four-stroke has
proven to be a very strong, reliable, and quiet engine. The
single cylinder motor starts, idles, and winds out very well.
It has enough power to get the Dynous inflatable on plane
with me and the dog in it – no small feat for a 6 horse. At
a slow troll the motor does vibrate more than comparable
twin cylinder engines, but the crank seems well counter-
balanced and the vibration is minimal. I’ve noticed an

improvement as the motor gets more broken in. Suzuki’s
twin shallow water drive detents are also a welcome addition
to the motor, allowing use in only a few inches of water.
It was on the way home from this trip that life inter-

vened, in a good way. We fell in love with a small water-
front cottage in the area. After a few weeks, a few more
visits in the area, some new grey hair, a few chewed nails
and a variety of calluses from sitting on the edge of our
seats, it is ours. 
The Nomad trailer was supposed to be finished for a

show on the May 24 long weekend. At the skilled hands of
my father the interior woodwork was resurrected. He used
the originals as a template, taking some liberties to create
a more modern and better fitting cabinet and folding stor-
age bed. Understandably, though, the restoration took a
back seat when the closing date on the cottage was sched-
uled around the same time as the show. Focus shifted from
fibreglass and filler to Hydro installation and water pumps.
No Jet Set topic has garnered more interest than the
Nomad, so rest assured that it is still on the to-do list.
Maybe it can be debuted during the May 24 weekend,
2012 – the bugs will be out in force at the cottage anyway.
So far this fork in the road has been an exciting one.

The new waterfront is shallow and well suited to canoe-
ing. It is located on part of Ontario’s Mississippi River sys-
tem. It’s actually possible to put a canoe in at our beach
and make your way to Ottawa and beyond. It’s idyllic to
watch other canoeists and kayakers out for a paddle or
frolicking in the rapids. Our old Ted Williams air-cooled
outboard has found its way onto the dinghy for short trips
to our favourite swim spot. The Suzuki will no doubt get
hours of use on the larger local lakes, but more on that
next time...

JET SET
Bradley Schmidt

Designs to create cabinet and fold-
ing storage bed for the Nomad. The finished Nomad cabinets.First trip around the lakeNew Suzuki DF6 
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John Gullick fields many of the calls for information that
come to CPS Headquarters in Toronto. He has agreed to
share some of the questions and his responses with you.
Should you have questions for John, send them to
theporthole@cps-ecp.ca and we will pass them along.

Reporting in when arriving at U.S. Ports

Q – What do I do to report in when entering a U.S. port? 

A – This is a question that I get asked over and over
again and the response seems to change every year as
U.S. Customs and Homeland Security tweak their
requirements. Here is the latest reporting in suggestion
that recently came across my desk:

The Small Vessel Reporting System (SVRS), a voluntary
program offered by U.S. Customs and Border Protection
(CBP), helps boaters report their arrival to the U.S. at no
charge.

The program is designed to expedite entry of legitimate
boaters, enabling CBP officers to focus their attention on
higher-risk travelers and craft.

SVRS is available to: U.S. Citizens, nationals and lawful
permanent residents; Canadian citizens; and permanent
residents of Canada who are nationals of a Visa Waiver
Program country.

Enrolling is quick, easy, and free via the Internet in just
three steps:

1. Complete application at www.CBP.gov/SVRS
2. Schedule interview online with CBP officer
3. Receive boater registration number and password by
email

SVRS participants report their entry to the U.S. quickly
too, by calling a dedicated telephone line and responding
to the questions. (CBP reserves the right to hold an in-
person inspection if needed.)

The system is currently available in the Southeast at
Florida, Puerto Rico, and the United States Virgin Islands.

It is also deployed at the U.S./Canada border. 

Please share this information with members of the boating
community, especially the links below:

Enrollment page (not case-sensitive): www.CBP.gov/SVRS

General information:
http://www.cbp.gov/xp/cgov/travel/pleasure_boats/boats/
svrs.xml

Audio of announcement – for sharing or broadcast:
http://dvidshub.net/r/6mv47y.

QR Code:

Question About U.S. Registered Pleasure Craft in Canada

Q – Can you bring a US registered pleasure craft into
Canada by water and leave it in Canada for a navigation
season to be used in Canada?

A – Yes you can but after the vessel has been here for
45 days continuous you will have to meet all Canadian
requirements. ie. you will need to prove operator compe-
tency either with a valid certificate from your own State or
a Canadian Pleasure Craft Operator Card, items like your
PFD/Lifejackets with have to be Canadian approved and
you will require all of the Safety equipment as outlined in
Canada’s Safe Boating Guide, a free booklet from
Transport Canada (TC) that is available at most marinas
or by contacting TC’s office of Boating Safety which you
can Google on line.

Check out John’s YouTube Boating Tips at:
http://www.youtube.com/CPSECP

JUST ASK JOHN
John Gullick, CPS Manager of Government & Special Projects
To view John’s FAQs visit www.cpsboat.ca and click on Boating Resources

http://www.cpsboat.ca
mailto:theporthole@cps-ecp.ca
http://www.CBP.gov/SVRS
http://www.CBP.gov/SVRS
http://www.cbp.gov/xp/cgov/travel/pleasure_boats/boats/svrs.xml
http://dvidshub.net/r/6mv47y
http://www.youtube.com/CPSECP
http://www.canadianyachting.ca
http://www.cbp.gov/xp/cgov/travel/pleasure_boats/boats/svrs.xml
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Marilyn Quickert
Bay of Quinte Squadron

We have boated for many years. Most of those years have
included a dog, and a boat named the Milky Way. For
twelve happy years our standard poodle Simba was our
friend and companion.
In the early days, he was too adventurous roaming about

our 45 pilothouse Bayliner inside and out. One day, he tried
to walk along the side and fell into the water by the dock.
This is a common problem with animals with possible dire
consequences. However, he was rescued, and as a result,
was no longer a water dog as poodles are meant to be.
Fortunately, it made our lives easier, as we knew he would
not jump off the boat.
We live in the Belleville area in Ontario, on the Bay of

Quinte, with our boat at a marina across the bay from our
home. This boating paradise gives us access to the Trent-
Severn Waterway, Lake Ontario, the Thousand Islands, and
the Rideau Canal. For Simba’s whole life we boated in all of
these waters. Simba was a happy, well adjusted dog – with
the exception of his fear of water – so our trips were mostly
enjoyable. If it was too rough however, sea sickness was an
issue.
One summer at Hanlon’s Pier on Toronto Island, Simba

was running after my husband Armand’s bicycle when his
nose picked up the wonderful scent of a nearby steak, which
he instantly consumed. This was a problem. Simba was
sweet, friendly, and loved people. He also loved people
food.

Locking on the canal was another way for Simba to have
some fun. He would watch the boat getting even with the
top of the lock wall, and, at that point, he would jump off
for a “whiz” or worse. Or, as I was putting the lines on the
cables on the walls, he might try to take them out of my
hands.
Our longest voyage took place in 2000 and 2001, when

we spent nine months on the Great Circle Tour. We left
Simba at home until we reached Florida as the route was
unknown to us and we were not sure it would work out
with Simba on board. However, Simba survived the return
trip beautifully, rubbing noses with manatees, cruising the
Intra Coastal Waterway, staying every night at a marina so
he could have a run, and finally crossing Lake Ontario from
the United States to our Canadian home on Mother’s Day.
Life took a turn for Simba when we sold our boat. This

was his summer home and as our friends were the people

who purchased our boat, Simba did have occasion to visit
when we weren’t looking. Needless to say, he managed to
clean up on all the appetizers he found aboard. Fortunately,
the new owners are dog owners and forgave him but, after
that, everyone was on guard. 
We now have a PDQ 41 Catamaran with different levels

and methods for docking and locking through. Simba was
eventually at home and seemed to enjoy the new boat. He
was never sea sick. It was easier for him to jump on and off
the boat, unless we were tied up to a wall, in which case we
used a passerelle.
One summer we did a wonderful trip on the Rideau Canal

with the Bay of Quinte Yacht Club. It was probably Simba’s
last trip in good health. While we were anchored in a cove,
we put on his life preserver and lowered him into the water
for a swim. He balked, taking off for shore, and climbing up
a cliff, looking down at us grinning from ear to ear. What a
job to bring him back. 
It is now spring 2011. We still have the Milky Way and

we have a new Simba, born July 2010. He hasn’t been boat-
ing yet as the ice has just left the bay. However he did fall
off our dock the first day home so he has had his first “on
the water” experience. We are looking forward to summer
and we will see how we adjust to the new Simba and
Milky Way. 

Simba and the Milky Way
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Every kayaker should have an essentials kit ready to go.
Here’s a roundup of some equipment that no paddler
should be without.
Life vest. Your personal flotation device should be

highly visible, adjust to accommodate different cloth-
ing weights and allow free arm movement. It should
also be comfortable enough to wear zipped any time
you’re on the water. 
Spray skirt. A spray skirt seals you inside the kayak.

One end fits around your waist, and the other end
attaches to the cockpit coaming. Although not com-
pletely waterproof, a spray skirt keeps water out of the
cockpit, protects your legs from the sun and keeps you
warm in cold weather.
Bilge pump. A hand-operated bilge pump can help

you remove water from your boat. Make sure it has a
float collar so it won’t sink.

Paddle float and rescue sling. An inflatable bladder
that slips over a paddle blade, a paddle float provides
flotation and support when you re-enter your boat
from the water. A rescue sling is a piece of floating line
made into a loop with double fisherman’s knots. It’s
useful for rigging a stirrup to give you a boost as you
climb back into the cockpit.
Spare paddle and paddle leash.
Signaling devices. You’ll need a variety of sound and

visual signals for day and night use. Your stash should
include a waterproof flashlight, whistle, flares, strobes,
smoke canisters, dye markers and signaling mirrors.
VHF radio and cell phone. A VHF radio lets you put out

a distress call to the Coast Guard and nearby boaters. A cell
phone is best for staying in touch with people on shore.
–USPS Compass

Gear up for kayaking fun

Try on your lifejacket to see if it fits snugly. Then test it in shallow water
to see how it performs.
To check your lifejacket’s buoyancy, relax your body and tilt your head
back. Make sure your lifejacket keeps your chin above water and you
can breathe easily.
Be aware that your lifejacket may not act the same in swift or rough
water as in calm water. Clothing and items in your pockets may also
affect how your lifejacket works.
If your mouth is not well above the water, you need a lifejacket with
more buoyancy. Older foam lifejackets may lose buoyancy and may
have to be replaced.
Lifejackets should not ride up on the body in the water. If a wearer’s
stomach is larger than the chest, however, ride-up may occur. Before
use, test your lifejacket to be sure that excessive ride-up does not
impair its performance.

Courtesy of the PFDMA (Personal Flotation Device Manufacturers Association)

Testing your lifejacket

http://www.canadianyachting.ca
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Nanaimo
SIN Regatta

July 1-2, 2011

The Nanaimo Yacht Club on Vancouver
Island hosted the SINfully successful
NYC Cutty Sark SIN (Snake Island
Nanaimo) regatta on July 1 & 2 and our
CPS photographer, Don Butt was tasked
with the job of capturing the action on
the various courses.

The weekend got underway with the
famous "Sark It To Me" dock party host-
ed by Cutty Sark and Wood Gundy, with
entertainment supplied by Vancouver
based "Upper Notes".

From White Sails to Long Distance racers
and High Performace sport boats, the
sailors had 2 days of sunshine and vari-
ous courses, winds and waves to con-
tend with on the Strait of Georgia.

SIN has been a popular fixture of
Nanaimo and the Nanaimo Yacht Club
since 1989 attracting sailors from all over
the Pacific North West.

–Barb Hoffstrom, SN
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CPS Boat & Engine Maintenance
Course, 1st Edition 2011

We are pleased to offer this new and
updated Boat & Engine Maintenance
Course, which consists of two parts.
The first is on general preventive
maintenance. The second part con-
centrates on the engines and related
systems of power and sail boats.
In the boat maintenance section

consisting of three chapters, you will
find information on maintaining the
hull, the rigging and running equip-
ment of a powerboat and sailboat and
information on boat trailers, their
maintenance, loading and balance of
the trailer. There is a checklist and
information for spring launch, fall
hauling and winter storage. This sec-
tion of the course will give the student
knowledge and guidelines for the gen-
eral maintenance of their vessel.
Section two consists of ten chapters

on the operation of boat engines and
associated equipment. It covers the
how and why for the working of both
gas and diesel powered engines and
the related equipment such as trans-
missions, charging and starting systems,

propeller shafts and propellers, out-
board motors, out drives, steering sys-
tems and instruments. It expands the
student’s knowledge of the care, pre-
ventives maintenance and minor repairs
of all systems. Students completing
the course will be able to identify the
cause of a problem and make minor
repairs to be able to keep their engine
and equipment in running order. If a
problem happens while on the water
they will be able to make a minor
repair at sea to ensure a safe return
to land.
The Boat & Engine Maintenance

Course would be a great learning tool
for any person owning a boat, either
someone new to boating or someone
who has been boating for a while. The
course has been updated to address
the current engines and equipment to
assist the student in the care of the
vessel.
–Norman Raine, AP

CPS Extended Cruising Course, 1st
Edition 2011

Have you wondered what it would
take to get your boat, as well as your-

self ready for an extended cruise?
CPS developed the Extended Cruising
course to help you understand the
process; determine what your strengths
are and what more you need to learn
to make informed decisions. The
information covered bridges the gap
between basic boating theory and
hands on boating experience.
As in any course, it has to appeal to

a wide range of abilities. Those new
to boating who have a dream of sail-
ing to distance shores will find a lot to
absorb while the experienced boater
will confirm their knowledge and the
decisions they have made to embark
on a safe and enjoyable cruise. The
Extended Cruising course is weighted
to the sail boater but the power boater
will find much common information.
In addition, the course leader may add
more information in an individual
classroom setting.
The Extended Cruising course has

been updated to include an overview
of tides and currents and has expand-
ed the topics of instruments and com-
munications as well as weather and
oceanography. The course retains most
of the original content though it has
been refined to eliminate outdated
and incorrect material. It endorses the
tried and true boat designs and equip-
ment to prepare you to be self-sufficient
on any inland lake, coast, open ocean
or foreign country. You’ll learn how to
prepare a Cruise Planner, plan and
make a passage, what to look for in a
boat, how to be prepared for adverse
conditions, what to expect in foreign
countries and how to provision. 
Voyaging in your own boat is a great

way to see the world inexpensively!
The Extended Cruising course is a
good start to help you on your way.
–Wanita Gray, S

Reviews: Revised CPS courses
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CPS is pleased to announce there are two new benefit programs
and a special offer from a current CPS partner to introduce to all
CPS members.

RONA – A special CPS account has been set up with Rona. This
account provides a 10% discount on a large variety of products in
select categories at Rona stores. Currently this account is valid at
any corporate store in Western Canada with plans to work toward
offering the discount across Canada.

C-TOW MARINE ASSISTANCE – C-Tow Marine offers vessel assis-
tance on the west coast of BC, the Canadian waters of Lake Ontario
and up the St Lawrence River to Brockville Ontario. CPS members
can purchase Admiral, Captain or Commander Membership pack-

ages from C-Tow at a 33.3% discount as well as access a number of
other discounts available to C-Tow members.

FORTRESS MARINE ACHORS – Fortress Marine is offering a 20%
mail-in rebate on the purchase of a Fortress anchor valid through to
the CPS Annual Conference in Halifax in October 2011.

Full details of these new benefit programs are available on the
Members Benefit page under the Members Services section of the
CPS web site.

Please check out and support these exciting offers from our
“Partners in Safe Boating.”

New Package of Member Benefits

CPS Weather courses - Fundamentals of
Weather and Global Weather

If you want to be your own short term
weather forecaster, Fundamentals of
Weather is the course for you. I took
both these courses and found them to
be some of the most valuable, useful
courses in CPS. They are practical if
one is boating or if one just wants to
have an idea of what the weather will
be in order to plan an activity. I learned
how our weather is made, how to read
the clouds, understand atmospheric
pressures, wind direction and much
more. Besides, you can really impress
your friends when you can look up at
the clouds, say what kind they are and
describe what the weather likely will
be within the next 24 hours.
Fundamentals of Weather begins

with what causes weather and how the
atmosphere, sun and wind play their
parts. We go on to cover the forecast-
ing messages you can read from the
behaviour of your barometer and the
way the wind is blowing. We learn how
the smooth or lumpy texture of the
clouds, along with their heights, all give
clues to the future likelihood of various
kinds of precipitation. Finally, we make

sense of the mysterious red and blue
lines called “fronts”, as seen on TV and
internet weather maps, with particular
emphasis on understanding and coping
with the dangerous thunderstorms that
fronts may spawn. 
The course includes a very inform-

ative CD to enhance learning and
provide valuable supplements to the
course manual. A new feature for Fall
2011 is a fully illustrated key for iden-
tifying cloud types and their weather
forecasting messages. There are review
exercises and practise tests with on-
screen feedback, instructions for decod-
ing MAFOR marine weather forecasts,
PowerPoint presentations that cover
each course chapter, and a “Safety
Spotlight” feature that highlights on-
the-water safety issues associated with
weather. For the super keen, there are
instructions to build simple weather
instruments and to understand all the
details found on internet weather maps
from Environment Canada. All this
knowledge can be used to enhance your
comfort and safety in the outdoors all
year around, on and off the water.
If a cruise or charter to the Caribbean

is on your wish list, or travel to exotic
world destinations on sea or land, you

should enhance your knowledge with
the Global Weather course. 
It covers weather patterns which

are not found in North America. We
learn how the reliable “Trade Winds”
blow in tropical regions and guide
sailing voyages today, just as they
drove the tall ships of yore on their
voyages of commerce and discovery.
We look in detail at the power of hur-
ricanes and similar tropical cyclones in
other parts of the world, and at ways
to escape from their damaging winds
and storm surges. We discover the
monsoon winds, and their influence
on sailing the Indian Ocean or visiting
the Taj Mahal. How about a trip to
Brazil or Australia? The winds there
circulate around low and high pres-
sure in the opposite direction to our
North American systems so we learn
how to adjust our forecasting from wind
directions, clouds and frontal behav-
iour to fit the southern hemisphere.
As always in CPS, the knowledge
gained in this course can  increase
your safety on the water, but it also
can enhance your enjoyment of any
kind of global travel.
–R/C Holly Levinter, AP and R/C Terry
Gillespie, AP

http://www.canadianyachting.ca
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This is your opportunity to have your own local boating safety advo-
cate or hero recognized for their outstanding or life saving efforts in
the field of boating safety and environmental stewardship. They may
have pulled someone to safety from a capsized boat, taught school
children about the importance of always wearing a lifejacket or helped
to keep the waterways clean and free of pollutants and debris.
Whatever they have contributed to the boating community, we want
you to nominate them!

The Canadian Safe Boating Awards (CASBAs) are like the People’s
Choice Awards of Safe Boating. They are an annual awards ceremony
and dinner which takes place every January to recognize the efforts of
the general public, volunteers, professionals, agencies and organiza-
tions who have distinguished themselves in the fields of boating safe-
ty and environmental stewardship. Maybe you or the company you
work for has developed a product that enhances boating safety or
maybe you or someone you know was walking along the beach, heard
someone calling for help and decided to react. The CASBA awards
span a number of categories including:

"Rescue of the Year" 

"Marine Professional of the Year" 
"Top Volunteer Dedicated to Safe Boating" 
"Best Boating Safety Initiative" 
"Safeguarding the Environment" 
"Marine Industry" 
“Visible PFD Wear in Advertising” 
“Best Media Contribution to Boating Safety” 

What makes the CASBAs so very special is that nominations come from
people like YOU! No matter where you live from Victoria to St. John’s,
please keep your eyes and ears open and submit your nomination(s). 

Help the Canadian Safe Boating Council say thank-you to deserv-
ing Canadians for their stellar efforts and let them know that their
work is greatly appreciated. Visit www.csbc.ca under “Events” for
more information about the CASBAs and to submit your nomination
or contact Ian Gilson (905)719-5152. Anyone wishing to attend the
CASBAs can also register through this site.
NOMINATIONS CLOSE NOVEMBER 4TH, 2011

The following exercises have been developed to assist
boaters with sometimes gruesome, always uncomfortable
boat maintenance tasks.
Please note: Seek medical advice before starting any

physical exercise routine. For boaters, psychiatric advice
might be helpful as well.

Coffee table crawl 
Lie on your stomach at one end of the coffee table, and crawl
under the table and out the other end. This simulates crawl-
ing into the engine compartment to perform routine mainte-
nance. Advanced routine: Do the above while holding a tool-
box off the floor to simulate not scratching the teak deck.

Kitchen cupboard toe touch 
Open two adjoining lower cupboard doors. Crawl into one
door and halfway out the other. During this maneuver,
wrap your body around the center post and touch your fin-
gers to your toes. This is a good warm-up exercise for
working on your boat.

Toilet bowl marathon 
While lying on the floor, crawl behind the bathroom toilet.
With your feet extending from one side of the fixture and
your hands extending from the other, clean inside the bowl

with a brush. This simulates checking connections on the
back of the engine.

Kitchen drawer extensions 
Place marbles on the bottom of a kitchen cabinet under-
neath a drawer. Remove the drawer. With the cabinet door
closed, reach through the drawer slot to pick up the mar-
bles. This exercise simulates retrieving a small part from the
bottom of the bilge.

High-jacked car wash 
Take your car to a service station with a hoist. Have the car
raised to the top. Proceed to wash and wax your car while
standing on a wobbly ladder. This simulates a typical (albeit 
unsafe) hull-waxing position.

High-flying jumbo lift 
Lean a rickety ladder against your house. Carry overloaded
laundry baskets, grocery sacks and boxes to the roof, and
then bring them back down. This exercise simulates loading
your boat while it’s still on the cradle. Extra points: Have
the neighborhood kids bang on the bottom of the ladder
while somebody yells advice to you!
–Phyllis Jones

Fitness for boaters
Are you fit to be a boater?

Nominate Your Local Boating Heroes Today

http://www.csbc.ca
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As a past commander and boating course instructor, I know
all about safe boating. So how did I get injured in a boating
accident?
It happened the first day of our cruise to St. Augustine,

Fla. Fun Son Two, our 28-foot Grandy White,  was barely
moving at idle speed on the Beaufort River. I wanted to
clean the salt spray off the windshield before we headed into
Port Royal Sound. I went below, put on a pair of shorts and
grabbed a bottle of water. Don reminded me to put on my
life vest.
I had done this dozens of times, so I wasn’t too concerned

about my safety. But as I made my way to the bow, I real-
ized I couldn’t perform the task at hand. The wind was
blowing, and waves were rocking the boat. I turned around
and dropped the bottle of water. When I went to retrieve it,
I stumbled over a fender. All I could see was water. I was
falling overboard.
I grabbed the aluminum brace at the top of the boat and

pulled myself on board using all my strength. I heard— and
felt—my hamstring tear and my shoulder pop. I crawled to
the helm station, where Don was unaware that I had fallen.
Our boat is small; if I had really gone overboard, it would-
n’t have taken him long to realize I was nowhere to be
found, but it was still scary.
I insisted we continue our cruise. If need be, I’d get med-

ical attention along the way. Within days, my leg turned a
beautiful shade of purple, and I became the most reverential

person, curtsying or genuflecting whenever my leg gave way.
The doctors had good news: Because I continued to walk

and exercise my leg, the hamstring healed on its own. But an
MRI revealed excessive fluid and debris in my shoulder socket,
so I had to have arthroscopic surgery to clean the area. 

What I learned:

• Be attentive at all times—no matter how much you
think you know about boating safety. We are installing a
safety line between the railing and the top brace for me to
hold on to when putting out and retrieving the fenders.

• Wear your life vest when working the lines and fenders,
especially in rough seas and strong winds.

• Let the captain know your whereabouts and condition
at all times.

–USPS Ensign, Summer 2011

Falling overboard
An experienced boater takes an unexpected spill and learns some lessons

P/Cdr Kay Summers, AP, and her husband, Don Summers, AP,
of Beaufort Sail & Power Squadron enjoy boating in South
Carolina and the surrounding area aboard Fun Son Two, their
28-foot Grady White

http://www.canadianyachting.ca
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Peter Trogdon
President, Weems & Plath

The legacy of Weems & Plath began
in the year 1919 when three small
planes set out from Newfoundland,
bound for London on a pioneering
attempt at successful trans-Atlantic
flight. Only one of those planes landed
safely in London. Twenty-five hundred
feet below, aboard a tracking ship,
young LtCdr Philip Van Horn Weems
gazed up at the sky and thought there
must be a safer and simpler method
for pilots to find their way than using
a small armada of ships as beacons for
flight. 
For more than 80 years, Weems &

Plath has continued the work of this
brilliant and innovative pioneer
through production and distribution of
time tested, accurate and simple-to-use
navigation tools, always mindful of our
mission to make boating safer. It was
this very innovation, diversity and
strongly founded mission that first
attracted me to Weems & Plath over
15 years ago, and my mission is to
continue the legacy of LtCdr Weems
and to build upon the vast contribu-
tions he and his company have made
toward boating safety.
Today, the keel that holds the com-

pany upright and sailing True North is
our line of fine traditional chart navi-
gation tools, many of which have held

true to their original designs from the
1930’s – 1960’s. The Weems Parallel
Plotter #120, Nautical Slide Rules
#105, and the Course Plotter #133 are
great examples of innovative designs
from long ago that remain popular for
good reason today. 
In an effort never to be complacent,

we have been continually innovative,
using a combination of the best in
modern technological advances and
tried and true ideas to continually find
ways to make boating safer and more
rewarding. The recently developed
ROADrule IALA #292 and LIGHTrule
#190, for instance, have proven them-
selves useful as navigation and vessel
light identification aids both in the
classroom and on the water. The new
ParaLock Plotter cleverly uses innova-
tive features to allow boaters to quickly
and efficiently plot their GPS position
on a chart. These simple tools provide
navigators information they need to
give them confidence to make well-
informed decisions as quickly as
possible.
Navigation itself is changing. In the

next couple of years, there will be two
new, more accurate GPS systems cir-
cling Earth. As we become more
reliant on such technology in our daily
lives, it is important to recognize the
continual need for a backup plan for
safely finding our way when technolo-
gy fails. Our founder, PVH Weems,
invented backup space navigation
methods that were instrumental when
Apollo 13 was forced to use a sextant
to navigate back to Earth when elec-
tronic navigation systems failed. We
can all learn a valuable lesson from
this stunning historical example. A
prudent mariner is always prepared
with a backup navigation plan should
their primary system fail.
Looking ahead, this summer we will

release the first Weems & Plath

mobile app for your iPhone and iPad.
The Quartz Ship’s Bell App will com-
bine old and new technology, allowing
users to enjoy the rich tone of a classic
Ship’s Bell chime when tracking time
with their iPhones and iPads. We are
also striving to be ever better stewards
of the planet, and have worked hard to
reduce our carbon footprint wherever
possible, earning the Annapolis
Environmental Certificate in the
process. We further pledge to continue
to be mindful of our consumption and
waste materials in today’s delicately
balanced environment.
Weems & Plath has fostered a great

relationship with the Canadian Power
& Sail Squadron, and is the sponsor of
the “G. William Bowman Volunteer
Instructor of the Year Award,” which is
presented annually at the AGM. This
is just one way for us to support the
CPS in your mission to learn and
communicate the tenets of traditional
navigation, and to say thank you for all
of the important work you do to pro-
mote safe boating. 
If you haven’t tried our products, I

invite you to check them out online at
www.weems-plath.com – don’t forget,
as members of CPS, you are entitled
to a special 25% discount on online
purchases. Feel free to drop me a note
at trogdon@weems-plath.com with
your comments, suggestions or ques-
tions. I’ll look forward to hearing from
you.
Weems & Plath is a proud sponsor

of CPS providing the G. William
Bowman Volunteer Instructor of the
Year Awards presented at the CPS
National AGM.

Weems & Plath, a CPS sponsor

http://www.weems-plath.com
mailto:trogdon@weems-plath.com
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Well, once again fall is here. It comes as a mixed blessing.
The fall colours are always a joy to see and we all stop to
watch the geese flying south, but autumn means that the
cottage season is coming to an end. We know that the
weather will soon turn cold, the snow will come and the
water will get hard.
So, the boat has come out of the water for another year.

The windows have been checked and locked. All the perish-
ables have been removed. The last bit of laundry is coming
home, and the cottage has been closed for another year.
The car is packed to the point of exploding and there’s not
enough room left to change your mind. As we leave the
cottage for the last time this season, the memories of the
good times mix with the thoughts about what might come
next year.
Of course, we never really know what will come. Who

was expecting the floods of 2011? Who would have expected
to see scuba divers in Saskatchewan checking oil well connec-
tions? Who had anticipated the disaster along the Richelieu
River? Who expected the Souris River in Manitoba to be
under such major flood watch in July that the army was
called in to help sandbag? And, closer to home and more
personal, how many of us would have expected that the start
of our boating season would have to wait until the docks
came to the surface? We leave the cottage with a nagging

anxiety. Will our lake or river be the one that is drastically
affected by next year’s flood?
George must have been a Boy Scout because, this spring,

he was prepared - he had the gas tanks full over the winter
and he had stored the life jackets and other equipment for
his small boat in a place where they were easily accessible so
that he had them in the car when he went to open the cot-
tage. The outboard was ready to go too. But that doesn’t
mean that he hasn’t been affected.
George hadn’t been paying close attention to the news.

He was surprised when he discovered that the town near his
cottage was flooded. The community was in such distress,
in fact, that when a local official saw what was in his car
George got a rather unusual request. Would George mind
loaning his boat so that it could be used to help get people
around town?
George never expected to see his boat going down the

main street – and he sure didn’t think he’d be watching that
on the six o’clock news. 
Besides paying closer attention to the news, George has

been looking at his Squadron newsletter again. He’s think-
ing it’s time for another course. He hasn’t made his final
choice yet, but George figures that he’d better be prepared
for whatever next year brings. 
Meanwhile, George is even trying to think up a way to

keep the birds out of the boat house. If I were a barn swal-
low I’d be worried about that. Come to think of it maybe
the boats should be concerned too. 

James Hay, JN
Lake St. Louis Squadron
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Fleece Scarf and Mitt Set

Soft, light and incredibly warm, this
fleece set has a non-pilling insulating
layer for additional protection from the
elements. Available in maroon (pic-
tured), black, charcoal, red, alpine
green, navy, and royal blue.

Price: $22 

Soft Shell Jacket

Water-resistant lightweight shell with
reflective piping on front and back, and
mesh venting in upper back. Pockets
with zipper closure, with port access for
earphones.

Men: navy, black (pictured), blue
Women: vibrant sky, black, red

Price: $63

Stainless Steel Water Bottle
Price: $9.50 

CPS Ship’s Store

For these items and much more,
visit www.cpsboat.ca

Canvas Tote

This durable tote has contrasting navy
handles and bottom, with front pock-
et and zip closure. Measures 14.5"
high, 20" wide, 7" deep.

Price: $19 

2GB USB Flash Drive

This flash drive has a very smart style, in
silver and brilliant blue. The cover rotates
to protect the USB when not in use. It
can be attached to a key ring or lanyard.

Price: $18.00

Ladies Brooch

Price: $10.00 

http://www.cpsboat.ca
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tion, the department says there are more
than 700 existing marine protected areas
in Canada. Some are managed by the fed-
eral government, others by the provinces
and some by private interests.
CPAWS believes the definition is too

loose. Few of the sites are being protected
to the standard guidelines released earli-
er this summer by a team of 14 Canadian
scientists. The society says any marine-
protected area should be off limits to
fishing, shipping and other commercial
and industrial activities such as oil
drilling and seismic testing.
“With less than 1% of its oceans pro-

tected, Canada lags far behind other
countries in marine conservation. If we
want to ensure healthy oceans and sus-
tain healthy fisheries, Canada has to pick
up the pace on conservation,” said Jessen.
“We’ve identified 12 important marine

areas, many of which have long been pro-
posed for protection. It’s time for the fed-
eral government to move ahead with
Aboriginal peoples, provincial and territo-
rial governments, local communities and
other partners to protect these by
December 2012,” she continues.
The 12 marine areas include the

Pacific’s Hecate Strait Glass Sponge Reefs,
Scott Islands, Southern Strait of Georgia,
and Big Eddy. These areas are important
habitat for sea life including Tufted Puffins,
endangered Orca whales and rockfish. 
In the Atlantic, CPAWS recommends

protecting the South Coast Fjords of
Newfoundland, the Laurentian Channel,
St. Anns Bank off Nova Scotia, and parts
of the Bay of Fundy, American Bank (La
Gaspesie) and les Iles de la Madeleine in
the Gulf of St Lawrence. These marine
areas are home to a range of endangered
sea life including Leatherback turtles,
Right, Blue and Beluga whales, and nurs-
eries for fish including herring, mackerel,
flounder and Atlantic cod. In the North,
CPAWS highlights the opportunity to pro-

tect the Arctic Ocean’s Lancaster Sound,
critical habitat for Narwhal and Bowhead
whales, and a biologically rich area in
James Bay off Quebec, called Tawich.
“Seven years ago, Canada committed

to establish a comprehensive network of
marine protected areas by 2012, under
the International Convention on
Biological Diversity. We clearly won’t
make that goal now. But if the govern-
ment is resolved, there is every reason
that it can move ahead to protect the 12
sites we’ve listed before the end of 2012,”
adds Jessen.
We all know the threats. Scientific evi-

dence shows overfishing is the single
most serious threat to the health of our
marine ecosystems.
Trawling, or fishing by dragging a net

along the ocean floor, profoundly dis-
turbs marine ecosystems. Both target and
non-target fish and other organisms are
killed by the trawl, and the seabed is
physically altered. Frequent trawling pre-
vents the intricate physical and biological
structure of the seabed ecosystem from
fully recovering.
The impacts of salmon fish farming

have recently received much public atten-
tion because pollution escapes the net
cages, infectious diseases are spread to
wild fish plus new areas can be colonized
by escaped farm fish (including non-
native species).
Oil exploration and the risk of a spill

has been a threat to seabirds, fish, shell-
fish and eggs and larvae of all marine
species. 
Also, the entire marine realm – from

estuaries and coastal waters to the open
ocean and the deep sea – is at risk from
climate change. As marine biodiversity
declines, the remaining species are more
vulnerable to changes in their habitat.
While we can’t control the weather, we

can stop doing damage to the ecosystems
that will enable nature to best manage
changes in the natural environment.
This costs you nothing – stop right

now and sign the pledge.
Add your voice to help CPAWS reach

the goal of 12,000 people supporting this
message to the Federal Government to
establish 12 new marine-protected areas
by the end of 2012.
That represents 1,000 voices for every

precious region and the species within
them. So far, it seems few people know
about this. There are only 2,152 signa-
tures so far. With a goal of 12,000, if
every Canadian Yachting subscriber signed
the pledge, we could double their target
in one issue!

The exact link is http://salsa.democracyinaction.org/
o/2463/p/dia/action/public/?action_KEY=6973 
but we will put this up on the Canadian Yachting
web site for your convenience. Just go to 
www.canadianyachting.ca 

To learn more about the many activities of the
Canada Parks and Wilderness Society (CPAWS), visit
their site at www.cpaws.org.

Narwhal, known by their distinctive tusk-
like tooth, live in the eastern Canadian
Arctic and European waters north of 60
degrees latitude.  
Photo Courtesy of NIST/Glenn Williams

The Gwaii Haanas marine ecosystems sup-
port kelp forests, hundreds of species of fish,
seabirds, sea lions (pictured here), dolphins,
porpoises and many different whales, includ-
ing humpback, orca and minke whales.
Photo Courtesy of Sabine Jessen

http://www.canadianyachting.ca
http://www.canadianyachting.ca
http://www.cpaws.org
http://salsa.democracyinaction.org/o/2463/p/dia/action/public/?action_KEY=6973
http://salsa.democracyinaction.org/o/2463/p/dia/action/public/?action_KEY=6973
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SAFETY PART I

5 Key Factors 
in Ensuring a Safe Rescue

THIS PAST MAY, Coast Guard surface
and air crews conducted an all-night
search of the Great Peconic Bay area of
Long Island, NY, for a possible missing
kite surfer after gear was found floating
in the water. The search was suspended
after news reports prompted the owner
to call to say he was safe. Coast Guard
patrols often encounter abandoned
and adrift boats and gear. If there is
even a small chance a person is in the
water, the Coast Guard undertakes
search and rescue efforts. If you should
find yourself in trouble, here are five
actions you can take to increase the

chances Search and Rescue will get to
you in time.

1. WEAR A LIFEJACKET
A Coast Guard-approved lifejacket is the
single most important factor in surviving
a boating accident, and this applies to
any water sport, from kayaking to sailing.
Wear it, don’t stow it.

2. FILE A FLOAT PLAN
Make a habit of always filling out this
form and leaving it with a friend, rela-
tive, or someone at the marina to let
others know your boat, the people on

board, where you are headed and when
you plan to return. In the event you
don’t return, rescuers will have a better
idea of where to look.

3. LABEL YOUR GEAR
Write an address and phone number
with indelible ink on paddles, sails,
canoe and kayak hulls. If these are found
adrift, Coast Guard officers can call to see
if the items were simply lost or if some-
one is actually in trouble.

4. BRING SAFETY EQUIPMENT
Flares, a sound-producing device, a sig-

http://www.cowangroup.ca/boat-09
http://www.cowangroup.ca/boat-09
mailto:marine@cowangroup.ca
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naling mirror, and cell phone can all help
you summon help if you find yourself in
trouble. Check the local navigation rules
to make sure you have the required safe-
ty equipment on board. If boating off-
shore in the ocean, carry a marine band
VHF-FM radio and an Electronic
Position-Indicating Radio Beacon
(EPIRB). It’s a big ocean. Make sure res-
cuers can find you.

5. KNOW WHAT 
YOU’RE DOING

Don’t put your new vessel on the water
until you’ve learned how to properly oper-
ate it and to avoid dangerous situations.
Many boating organizations offer low
cost/no cost boating courses. These courses
are readily available online, on CD-ROM,
and in the classroom, and can bring you
up to speed quickly on emergency proce-
dures and required safety equipment. .

http://binnacle.com
http://binnacle.com
http://www.canadianyachting.ca
http://binnacle.com


CAPSIZINGS RESULTED in many
recreational boating deaths and injuries
in 2010. Practice good seamanship to
reduce your risk of capsizing, but if it
happens know what to do to ensure that
everyone on board gets back safely.
If you and your passengers are not

wearing life jackets when the boat cap-
sized, try to retrieve any equipment or
gear, such as coolers or seat cushions, and
improvise flotation. Never attempt to re-
enter a capsized vessel. Then consider the
most appropriate means to summon help. 
As a boat operator, the safety of those

on board is your first priority. 
Stay with the boat. Never swim away

from an upturned boat unless it is head-
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Surviving a Capsizing
ing directly toward a hazard. Most trailer-
sized boats will stay afloat even when
flooded or turned bottom up. 
Take a headcount and, if possible, sig-

nal for rescue.
If the boat is small enough, try to right

the boat and bail it out.
If you can’t right it, hang onto it. Try

to get as much of your body out of the
water as possible and onto the hull. Out
of the water you will lose less body heat
and be less susceptible to hypothermia.
Leave your clothes and shoes on.

Contrary to myth, shoes or waders filled
with water have no effect on your ability
to stay afloat in the water. Plus they con-
serve body heat.

If you are wearing a life jacket, draw
your arms and legs up to your chest to
conserve body heat. If you’re not wearing
a life jacket, float on your back, conserv-
ing energy and body heat by moving
arms and legs only when you must.
When the rescue boat arrives, let it

approach you; avoid the stern (propeller)
and the bow.
If thrown a line, wrap it around your

chest and under your arms and secure
with a knot. Search and rescue personnel
will instruct you from there.
If you boat far from shore, consider

purchasing an Emergency Position
Indicating Radio Beacon (EPIRB). These
devices – many of them equipped with

SAFETY PART II

http://turnto10.com
http://NEWPORTBOATSHOW.COM
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automatic releases and an internal GPS – can alert rescue person-
nel to your emergency and provide your precise location. 
But remember, even if you don’t have an EPIRB on board, stay-

ing with the boat can help the Coast Guard find you using the
Search and Rescue Optimal Planning System (SAROPS), advanced
computer technology that takes into account weather conditions,
patterns of currents, your vessel’s departure point (assuming you’ve
left a float plan with someone ashore) and other available informa-
tion to identify locations where you are most likely to be. This is
especially important at the beginning of a search in those critical
first few hours. 
Reprinted with permission from the US Coast Guard

Join Our BRITISH 
VIRGIN ISLANDS

Flotilla Sailing Vacation
Nov. 19 to 26, 2011

• Bareboat Charter
• Crewed Boat Packages
•  For all experience levels
• Share the boat costs

MONOHULLS – SAILING and POWER CATAMARANS

A Week in sailing paradise …
for the time of your life!

Call for more information 1.855.907.9046
Download more exciting details www.theyachtsolution.com

http://www.theyachtsolution.com
http://www.canadianyachting.ca
http://GencoMarine.com
mailto:info@gencomarine.com
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ENGINE ROOM I

By Andy Adams

WE THOUGHT this was a good time to
remind our readers that there are a num-
ber of highly effective heating systems
that you could have onboard to extend
your cruising season, but without need-
ing shore power, or running a generator.
I know it’s tough to beat the comfort

and efficiency of a reverse cycle system
that provides heat, dehumidification and
air conditioning for year-round comfort,
but almost all of these systems need either
shore power, or a big load of 110V AC
from a generator system. When you’re
away from shore, traveling from A to B, it’s
nice to stay warm, dry and comfortable
without needing to run your generator. 
That’s even more significant on a sail-

boat where the generator noise is usually
much more noticeable than it is on a
power boat where the engines are run-
ning anyway. Of course, on the hook,
silence is one of the great rewards so the
less noise you get from the heating sys-
tem the better.
Onboard heating systems are avail-

able for boats from the mid-20 foot range
to superyacht sizes; some smaller systems
start under $600. Some can make use of
a handful of charcoal briquettes to deliv-
er heat, some use kerosene and by far the
most popular choice is diesel fuel. Diesel
is especially attractive because you proba-
bly have a big tank full of diesel onboard
anyway and there are systems that can do
great job of keeping your boat warm, dry

and comfortable using less than two gal-
lons a day.
Part of the efficiency is because these

stoves convert diesel fuel directly into
heat with no “middle man” generator or
other equipment involved. Here are a few
of the heating choices on the market
today that can help you extend your
cruising season.
Whether we’re talking about a power

boat or sailboat, no matter how big the
boat, space is always at a premium. Two
companies that produce diesel heater
systems that can be installed behind a
bulkhead or in a locker out of sight and
out of mind are products from Webasto
and Espar.
The diesel fuel Webasto and Espar

marine air heating systems are cost-effec-
tive and their high-performance warm air

circulation systems quickly brings the
boat interior up to the desired tempera-
ture. Fully independent from the engine,
these marine air heating systems are
extremely quiet. 
The Webasto Marine Air Heating

System Air Top 2000 ST is especially com-
pact and the smallest Webasto air heater
in their extensive line is economical and
features convincing heat output. 
One of the most delightful choices

would be a stove or bulkhead heater
from Dickinson Marine in British
Columbia. They offer a range of diesel
heaters that use 12V fan blowers with
24V or 32V models available. I like the
little NEWSF heater that burns a handful
of briquettes, a few bits of wood or even
coal and it can make up to 8000 BTU on
high setting yet it costs just $538. The

The Webasto Marine Air Heating 
System, Air Top 2000 ST is especially 
compact and the smallest Webasto air heater 
in their extensive line. It is economical and features 
convincing heat output.

Extend Your Season
With A Non-Electric Heating System
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WWhheenn tthhiinnggss ggoo wwrroonngg
We boat for fun.  But things can, and do,
go wrong.  That’s no fun.

Preparation can keep you in control. Check
charts, review weather reports, inspect your
boat and make sure your insurance covers
all your needs.

“Many yacht owners are unaware of what
is covered if a loss occurs,” says Tanya
Eyram of Chubb Insurance. "Policies can
vary significantly.”

For example: replacement cost.  If your yacht
sinks or is severely damaged due to a covered
loss, Chubb is one of the few insurers that can
offer full replacement cost, not just an agreed
amount in the policy.

And because your time is valuable, Chubb will
provide a temporary substitute watercraft so
you can enjoy vacation time despite problems
with your boat.

If your engine quits due to mechanical
breakdown, Chubb covers you.  You won’t
be left stranded if you run out of gas.
Chubb extras include reasonable costs of
emergency towing and service.

A little preparation including the right in-
surance before you leave port can make a
big difference and keep you in control.
Don’t be left out at sea when problems
happen.

Visit www.yacht.controltheoutcome.ca to
get what you need to evaluate your policy
and coverage.  Part of great preparation is
getting a quote from Chubb.

Control the Outcome

The precise coverage offered is subject to the terms,
conditions and exclusions of the policy as issued.

�������
����
	��
����
���������

warm glow and the drying effect on a damp fall day are so pleasant that you
will look forward to fall just to enjoy it.
A company called International Thermal Research sells a selection of

heating systems; some can incorporate the use of engine heat to supplement
diesel fuel heat and as well as cabin heating, the Hurricane SCH-25 system
can also deliver hot water. Very useful!
Perhaps one of the most innovative choices in the market is from a

Finnish company called Wallas. While Wallas builds a range of products
including heaters that operate on either diesel fuel or kerosene, the one that
catches our eye is the diesel-fueled Wallas cooktop for your galley. What
makes this so innovative is that it can be operated in the closed position with
a 12V blower that blows the heat from the stove top out into the cabin.
Wallas is the only manufacturer we know of to offer combination cook-

top heater units. The burning process in Wallas products is based on laminar
combustion and the process is virtually silent, requiring no exhaust sound
attenuation. In addition, the combustion process is also very clean. 
Whether you find yourself hauling the boat and ending the season now,

or you are courageously sailing on with numb hands and chattering teeth,
think about what you would gain by having a non-electric onboard heat-
ing system. Perhaps your favourite dealer or service shop can still install
one for this year but if it’s too late now, don’t forget that you will want it
again next April!

With a Wallas Cooktop, the lid is lifted up when it is used as a stove. When the
lid is closed, blowers inside the lid are activated, blowing heat off the hot plates
and into the cabin.

http://www.canadianyachting.ca
http://www.yacht.controltheoutcome.ca
http://www.yacht.controltheoutcome.ca
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Installing Your Own Heating System

Depending on the kit, the heater and fuel

pump, heater mount, exhaust elbow, drip leg,

double weave exhaust hose, fibreglass sleeve

(for covering exhaust hose), wiring harness,

fuel tank pick-up, heater duct vents and Y

connectors, exhaust thru hull, digi controller,

heater duct hose, numerous hose clamps and

fasteners are all included.

Normally on a sailboat, the heaters are

installed in a cockpit locker and exhaust on

the stern or high up the side at the stern.

Some installations might require wood

stringers to be fibreglassed to the hull for a

mount to secure the heater.

Barry Lamont recommends that you install

the fibreglass sleeve (in kit) over the exhaust

hose, then use a piece of heater duct over

this because the exhaust gasses are hot and

could melt a fender or burn flesh if you make

contact. 

Many of the manufacturers offer their products in a kit form
that is usually quite complete and includes in-depth instruc-
tions on the procedures required for a proper, safe installa-
tion. Typically, these kits come with the heater and enough

material to complete the install by a person who has what we
would describe as advanced mechanical, electrical, and car-
pentry skills. After all, you are cutting into your own boat!

When you do the install, plan a way to get 

a vent into the head area at a level where

the heat can rise and move the heat through

the space.

The thermostat control looks like a regular

part of the helm equipment but Barry 

cautions to mount it out of the sun and

down low enough to eliminate the effect of

rising heat.

Barry Lamont at Sea Tech Marine in Ontario

has installed many Espar heating systems. He

pointed out that Espar and some other com-

panies offer an online guide you can use

when sizing a new heater. As an example,

Espar offers systems from 6000 to 41000

BTU. List prices on three of their marine kits

range from $3,000 to $4,000!
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ENGINE ROOM II

By Chuck Gilchrest

GETTING THE OWNER of an older
sailboat to spend the money on a brand
new diesel auxiliary is a challenge for
many marine service businesses. Often
the costs involved in the purchase and
installation of a new powerplant carries a
bill that can make most recreational
boaters blush and run away. Some ves-
sels, however, are built for the long haul
and replacing the diesel engine on an
otherwise sound mechanical vessel can
extend the life of the boat at a fraction of
the cost of the replacement of the entire
boat. Newer marine diesels are also more
fuel efficient, smoother, quieter, lighter,

and pack far more horsepower into
smaller packages. 
A boat designed for offshore passage-

making shouldn’t rely on a rusty old
clunker engine to transit the ocean blue
and that was just the case when 
John Nassichuk of Raven Marine in
North Vancouver, BC was tasked with
installing a new powerplant into
“Northern Dancer” a 43’ Hans Christian
ketch. The boat’s 25+ year old Nissan
diesel had served the boat admirably,
but the owners wanted to do more long-
distance cruising and needed depend-
able power. As an authorized Yanmar

Lining Up the Repower Project

The Powertrain coupling is used to connect
marine transmissions to propeller shafts
and can correct shaft to transmission-
misalignment by as much as 8 degrees
without the need of a mounting bulkhead.
Conventional rubber couplings, by 
comparison, only allow for .05 degrees of
deflection. Powertrain’s unique design 
utilizes CV joint technology found in the
automotive industry.

http://www.canadianyachting.ca
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installer and service center, John recom-
mended the 4-cylinder Yanmar 4JH-4-
TE for the job citing a smooth-running,
rubber-mounted engine would efficient-
ly drive the heavy hull form of the Hans
Christian. Due to the full keel design of
the vessel, the boat had an extremely
long propeller shaft that extended from
the diesel amidships all the way aft to a
propeller aperture at the trailing edge of
the keel. Supporting the shaft was a cut-
lass bearing aft and a rigid pillow block
several feet aft of the gearbox.
Since the original Nissan diesel was

solid-mounted to the hull and the new
Yanmar unit was mounted on flexible
mounts, there were concerns about being
able to support the industrial style prop
shaft where it coupled to the new gear-
box. Additionally, Yanmar stressed the
use of Yanmar’s flexible motor mounts
when repowering to validate the warran-
ty of the motor. To provide adequate
prop shaft support, the rigid mount pil-
low block bearing would need to remain
in place, but how then to properly align
the shaft to the rubber mounted trans-
mission? The solution came in the form
of a free floating Powertrain CV joint cou-
pler distributed by Thermoboat in
Sydney, BC. The coupler was bolted
inline aft of the gearbox and provided
support to the shaft without the need of
building a separate bulkhead mounted
CV joint.
“This was a far more economical solu-

tion,” says Nassichuck. “Building a bulk-
head and then mounting a rigid CV Joint

to support the shaft was going to be real-
ly expensive. This worked out great.” 
When asked if there were any draw-

backs to the Thermoboat Powertrain
Coupler compared to a conventional
shaft coupler, John made sure to stress
the importance of making precise meas-
urements when cutting or fabricating the
prop shaft. “A standard 5” rubber coupler
gives you a few inches of leeway when
doing a shaft install. The Powertrain cou-
pler is so small and compact, you have to
measure out the shaft just right.” 
Available in three sizes, the self-align-

ing Powertrain Coupler is designed to
withstand the torque loads of engines in
excess of 700 HP and can allow for up to
8 degrees of shaft deflection without
requiring a supporting bulkhead mount.
Once the prop shaft was properly cut and
the new diesel lowered into place, it took
just a few hours to finish hooking up the
shaft and tightening the remaining bolts
throughout the diesel. While this installa-
tion was done as part of a repower proj-
ect, Nassichuk estimates that installing
the coupler on diesels already in the boat
would likely take far fewer hours than if a
bulkhead coupler was utilized. Also John
noted that the coupler comes pre-lubri-
cated from the factory and requires little
or no maintenance during the life of the
powertrain.
With a new diesel in place and the

prop shaft hooked up, the Northern
Dancer’s owners took off on their first
cruise in years without worrying if the
engine would give up on them when they
needed it most. And while a new power
plant wasn’t the least expensive modifica-
tion they’d ever done to the boat, it was
one of the best values when it came to
peace of mind and reliability.

www.thermoboat.com 

This is a picture looking down onto the
coupling with the access panel in the sole
of the vessel removed.

http://www.thermoboat.com
http://www.suzuki.ca
http://WWW.SUZUKI.CA
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IN KEEPING WITH our ‘extending the
season’ theme for the October issue of
Canadian Yachting magazine, we wanted
to suggest “Upgrading to Satellite TV” sys-
tems for your boat. 
It is perfect timing. The new TV season

is starting, lots of great new shows will
premiere and the days will start getting
shorter; a perfect excuse for getting cozy
in the cabin and watching TV, especially
if you have a heating system! (See Page
58).
At dockside, the better equipped mari-

nas can offer cable TV service, but many
places don’t have this and on the hook,
there is no chance to get TV, especially
HDTV unless you get a satellite TV sys-
tem.
There are a few brands on the market,

but across Canada, the primary choices
come from KVH, Intellian and
Raymarine. Each has a selection of satel-
lite receivers in different sizes to suit dif-
ferent sizes of boats and budgets. The
great news is that systems start at under
$3,000; not cheap but much more
affordable than the prices seen even just a

few years ago.
We now see flatscreen televisions

installed on boats all the time. Most of
these are hooked to a DVD player and
some have television cable connections
to hook up to broadcast TV at a marina,
but a satellite TV receiver is always an
option. The reason is that different satel-
lite TV providers cover different areas.
Some satellite receivers are designed to
use specific satellite TV signals. 
Keeping life pleasantly simple in

Canada, Bell TV is available in most
places and there’s a good chance you deal
with them at home, so you’re probably
familiar with their system. You actually
use their home-type receiver and that
connects to the satellite TV antenna con-
troller you get from KVH, Intellian or
Raymarine.
We interviewed Ken Harrison of

SummerhillCA who carries Intellian and
we fired a series of questions at him,
hopefully covering most of the bases you
would hit if you were asking.
SummerhillCA’s Intellian i2 system

starts at $2,995 and the mechanism is

really very similar for all the systems on
the market. Inside the protective compos-
ite dome is a reflector dish mounted on
an automated mechanism that is com-
puter-guided. Boats are almost always
moving. The electronic systems find and
lock onto the satellite signal, swiftly mov-
ing the receiving dish as the boat rocks or
changes direction regardless of sea condi-
tions or the direction of the boat
These are quite sophisticated mecha-

nisms and reliable too, and it should be
no surprise that they used to be $8,000 to
$9,000. Ken Harrison speculated that the
prices are probably at the lowest point
such equipment can be offered and from
there, the prices rise based on differences
in sizes and systems.
In many areas, a 13” dish will deliver

good performance, but larger sizes offer
greater range which translates into better
reception at distances. The signal obvi-
ously degrades farther from shore, so the
solution is to install a larger size dish
which could be an 18”, 24” and larger. Of
course, this all depends on the available
space you have on your boat to install a

ELECTRONICS

Upgrading to Satellite TV
By Andy Adams

This is KVH’s new 24" TracVision® 
HD7 antenna delivering high-
definition programming from 
DIRECTV.  The rugged TracVision 
HD7 has KVH’s TriAD™ technology 
to receive broadcasts from three 
DIRECTV satellites at once.

The Intellian i2 system features 
a 13” reflector dish, an attractive

price point and this can work 
with smaller vessels too.

http://www.canadianyachting.ca
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larger antenna.
Rain fade is an issue and the larger the

dish, the better the system can deal with
inclement weather – which is when you
want to go below and watch TV. So, big-
ger really is better in satellite dishes. 
Those cruising up the BC coast to

Alaska may need a dish up to 24” and
that is a big outfit for a large boat. The
east coast is not as well served and the
weaker signal sometimes requires a dish
starting at 18” if you are in Newfound -
land, but larger, 1m to 1.2 antenna sys-
tems can often find a signal a hundred
miles offshore and usually reserved for
much larger vessels.
Bell TV uses a Ku frequency system

using satellites 91 West for the analog sig-
nal and 82 West for the HD signal. The
better systems can switch back and forth
from analog to HD.
DirectTV uses the Ka band which is

higher frequency and can offer better sig-
nal quality again but these Ka systems do
not receive Ku. Some people will want a
Ka system because DirectTV has even
more satellites and the more expensive
dishes can receive up to three satellites at
once for the best reception. Both Intellian
and KVH makes systems dedicated to
working on the Direct TV Ka satellites.
Can your boat handle a satellite TV

system? Satellite dishes are DC-powered
and do not draw that much power, but
the receiver box from Bell, Dish or
DirectTV is essentially a home system
requiring 110 VAC, so you will need shore
power, a generator or at least an inverter
to power that. Also, your flatscreen may

be either 110 VAC or a 12 volt DC unit.
There are systems small enough to work
on a 26-footer, but before you make the
decision to go ahead, be sure that dish
size will perform well in your area and
for your type of boating.
The good news is that for most of the

recreational boating areas in Canada, a
13” or 14” system will work perfectly well
for most applications starting from 26’
boat and up.
Whatever the boat, the dome should

be mounted as high as possible and have
a clear path to the satellites, 360 degrees. 
Also, many boats as small as 30’ now

come with more than one flatscreen TV
and so we should point out that if you
plan to run two TVs off one receiver, they
will get the same signal, not different sig-
nals. If you want to tune two TVs inde-
pendently, you will need two receivers
and additional receivers will require the
installation of a multi-switch. The same
is true if you want both analog and HD at
the same time.
Incidentally, Ken Harrison mentioned

that these are very complete packages
that even a do-it-yourselfer could install
successfully, but he pointed out that the
RG6 coaxial cable the manufacturers sup-

ply is far better quality than coax you get
at the discount stores. Always use the
manufacturer’s cables. However it is
always best to consult with a qualified
marine electronics installer before
attempting this because if you damage
the antenna the warranty may be void.
Another interesting thing is that you

can buy an empty dome and mounting
hardware for around $500. Apparently,
some owners want to ensure the aesthet-
ic balance of their yachts and mount a
second dome to be symmetrical.
If you plan to travel with your boat

anywhere in North America (and long
distance cruising is a great reason to buy
a satellite system), check the coverage
chart before you choose which system
you want. 
The systems are totally different in

Europe. You can get European systems, of
course, but at present there is no one sys-
tem on the market that receives both
European and North American signals.
The last point: these systems are

“TVRO” which means “Television Receive
Only”. They are not able to connect to the
Internet…we’ll cover that in an upcom-
ing issue!

This is the coverage map for Bell satellite
TV across North America and the yellow
line represents the approximate coverage
available with a 13" dish compared to the
light blue line representing a 50" dish with
intermediate sizes in between. But remem-
ber, the smaller dishes are strongly affected
by rain and weather factors. A bigger dish
will always perform better.
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CANADA NIGHT IN ANNAPOLIS

Exclusive Preview of 2012 JEANNEAU line-up

Beautiful Boats

Nice Food

Cold Drinks

Good People

Friday October 07, 2011 Jeanneau Booth
Annapolis Boat Show - 7 pm.

RSVP: kathy@navypointmarine.com

co-sponsors:

NEW PRODUCTS

Isotherm Divino Wine Cellars
Isotherm offers its
customers a great
opportunity to have
a wine cellar on
board. This high-
class equipment
enables boat owners
to keep great wine
and champagne at
the perfect tempera-
ture. Both 23 and 35
bottles wine cellars
can be built into the
dressers or columns
of modular furniture with no alteration of furniture design.
For a perfect integration, the profile of the door is totally lined
up with the doors of the furniture. Both models feature 
double door locking systems to prevent unwanted door 
opening in rough sea conditions and special racks designed
for storing champagne bottles.
www.IndelWebastoMarineUSA.com

Big Orange Holding Tank 
The Big Orange holding tank vent filter is easily installed on
the vent line of your holding tank and begins working imme-
diately by filtering the air coming from your holding tank to
remove the odour. In fact, the Big Orange holding tank vent
filter uses the same activated carbon pellet technology that is
used in industrial exhaust scrubbers to eliminate the odour
coming from your holding tank. Big Orange boasts a large car-
bon pellet volume, more than any other vent line filter avail-
able on the market. It lasts longer and works better. Unlike

“the other guys”, the Big
Orange holding tank vent
filter uses an easily refill-
able cartridge so you don’t
need to buy a new filter
every year. Instead, buy an
inexpensive filter refill kit
and, in a couple of min-
utes, Big Orange is ready for
another season.
www.bigorangefilter.com

http://www.IndelWebastoMarineUSA.com
http://www.bigorangefilter.com
http://www.canadianyachting.ca
mailto:kathy@navypointmarine.com
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Raritan Atlantes Freedom® Toilet
The Raritan Atlantes
Freedom® Toilet has
powerful bronze cutting
blades designed to
“shred” most objects. It
is now available in two
bowl sizes: standard
household and elongat-
ed. Enjoy the freedom
from clogged toilets and
marine size bowls. There
are no fuses or relays
inside the unit and timer
module (A8 model
only) can be removed
and the toilet will still operate.
www.raritaneng.com

Dometic EnviroComfort Kit
Enjoy ideal temperatures in your boating environment year-
round with Dometic’s EnviroComfort air conditioning sys-
tems. They offer a wide range of capacities from 5,000 to
15,000 BTU/hr, so you can size the system to suit your boat
for ultimate cooling and heating comfort. All EnviroComfort
models use R-417A refrigerant, an environmentally safe gas.
The EnviroComfort kit includes everything needed for a pro-
fessional installation on boats with or without an existing air
conditioning system. EnviroComfort units use high-velocity
blowers that eliminate blower-motor overhang for a smaller
installation footprint.
www.dometic.com

Lewmar CPX Windlass 
Lewmar identified the need for a high-quality product that is
lighter than the all stainless steel deck unit. Subsequently, the
CPX deck unit features an alloy base. With an emphasis on
reliability, Lewmar has reduced the number of parts without
compromising on performance, making the windlass easier to
service. Lewmar strives to keep up to date with new develop-
ments in the motor/gearbox industry, constantly testing new
products coming to market, and the CPX Windlass is no

exception. The result is a highly
reliable, light weight, high

performance windlass.
www.lewmar.com

Nova Kool R1600 Singe Door Fridge
The Nova Kool R1600 DC fridge has a capacity of 48 litres
with the following features including: a positive latch system;
storage for tall bottles; shelves with powder coated wire for
durability; reversible door swing; and a two-year manufactur-
ers warranty on all components. This 12V unit offers low bat-
tery protection to help prevent full discharge of batteries. Its
stainless steel unit uses environmentally sound 134a refriger-
ant and has been designed for mobile applications on grades
up to 30°.
www.novakool.com

http://www.dometic.com
http://www.lewmar.com
http://www.raritaneng.com
http://www.novakool.com
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Dickinson Round Sea-B-Que
The truly innovative Dickinson Round Sea-B-Que combines

legendary quality, a tough round
design and the rugged good looks
that makes for an unbeatable
marine grill.  Built with 304
marine grade, 18 guage stain-
less steel, the round Sea-B-
Que design allows for
strength and resists flame
outs in high wind condi-
tions. A list of acces-
sories is available,
including deck legs. The
model shown here meas-

ures 18” wide by 14.25” high
and 16” deep. It weighs 20.5 lb.,

has a cooking surface of 14.375
diameter and offers 7,000 BTU.
www.dickonsonmarine.com

Whale Pump
Whale electric products, including the universal freshwater
electric pressure pumps, are designed to retrofit any existing
pump location with flexible feet that absorb vibration and
reduce noise. The Whale Gulpers for toilet and shower waste
both boast a unique, virtually unblockable valve design and
multi-directional head so that they can be mounted almost
anywhere. The Whale Quick Connect plumbing system does
not require collet clips and therefore is less expensive, easy and
fast to install. The unique ‘Double Gripper’ and ‘O’ ring seal
combination prevents leaks.
www.whalepumps.com

http://www.dickonsonmarine.com
http://www.whalepumps.com
http://www.canadianyachting.ca
mailto:sales@truenorthyachts.ca
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DISCOVER BOATING

By Andy Adams

Buying Through a Broker
You Have Everything to Gain 

THE CONTINUED and actually grow-
ing strength of the resale market for boats
prompted us to interview Jack Pady,
President of the Boating Ontario Dealer
Association to ask what the benefits are
to using a certified professional yacht
broker.
Although there have been used boat

classified ads almost since the first news-
paper was published, today the Internet
has put literally thousands of used boat
listing on the buyer’s screen, within sec-
onds and available free too. 
Everyone wants to find a bargain, but

inexperienced or private sellers may have
little experience, few resources, little time,
no proper legal contracts and so sadly,
wind up making a bad experience.
“Buyers get caught up in the excite-

ment. In contrast, the broker is living and
breathing the process of buying and sell-
ing boats every day, so they can be more
objective and dispassionate.
He also mentioned that in some cases

the broker may even know the present
owner. Private buyers and sellers can run
a real friendship risk if they buy from a
friend or take the advice of a friend and
later find themselves disappointed.
In contrast, buyers sometimes make

new friends after dealing through a bro-
ker who makes sure that everything
works out well for both sides of the
transaction. (Jack comments that he
even receives Thank You notes express-
ing appreciation for the way he has han-

dled the deal.)
Sometimes the stakes are high and so

is the stress level. I asked Jack why he
keeps on doing this and he told me, “I
love the thanks and the appreciation. A
broker can ensure that the buyer gets the
best possible experience. He can get a
great product when the broker locates
the right boat to make them happy.
Many buyers are actually whole families
and the buying process can be a great
family experience.”
Jack wanted to stress that boating has

to be fun. He feels the most important
thing is that the broker will eliminate the
uncertainty and the horror stories.
When things go well, customers often

move up boat after boat and wind up
making several transactions using the
same broker and even becoming friends
in the process. The broker can steer the
customer to the best solution because as
Jack pointed out, a good broker will
spend 60% of his time asking questions
to help guide the decisions. They learn
about the buyer as a boater and the bro-
ker can introduce that buyer to a whole
universe of boats to choose from.
But, all brokers are not equal. 
Before we go any further, stop and

consider what an hour of your own time
is worth. Also, as a professional yourself,
consider how you feel about amateurs
dabbling in your field; they lack the
knowledge, right?
The same is true for private sellers and

to some extent for boat dealers who sell
only a few used boats or yachts each year.
They may be in the business, but may still
lack the professional tools available from
a certified broker.

WHAT IS A CERTIFIED DEALER?
There are certified brokers across Canada,
most of who belong to the British
Columbia Yacht Broker’s Association
(BCYBA) or the Boating Ontario Dealers
Association and many also belong to
the Yacht Broker’s Association of
America (YBAA).
In Ontario, Boating Ontario Dealer

members are registered boat brokers and
dealers and the Boating Ontario Dealer
association is dedicated to the highest
standards of service. All registered
Boating Ontario Dealer members have
agreed to belong to the Ontario Yacht
Broker & Dealer Association; they have
committed to very strict terms of refer-
ence for the conduct of their businesses
and have agreed to abide by a strict code
of conduct. 
All Boating Ontario Dealer members

must employ at least one Boating
Ontario Certified Professional on their
staff. In order to become a Boating
Ontario Certified Professional the indi-
vidual must have met the following
requirements:
1. Worked as a boating professional for
a Boating Ontario Dealer for at least
one year.
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Buy or Sell
• Boats 
• Services 
• Products

Boatcan... always with you on the go
boatcan.mobi

Scan this code
with your smartphone
and go to Boatcan

www.boatcan.com

Allied with Canada’s 
leading marine publications

that affect the interests of clients. That
includes such potentially confusing issues
as taxation and legislation.
When it comes to buying and selling,

yacht transactions can involve large sums
of money. The Broker/Dealer should
keep funds in a dedicated bank account,
separated from his own company’s
funds; this means all monies coming into
his possession in trust for other persons,
such as escrows, trust funds, clients’
monies and so on. Private transactions
just don’t offer that protection. 
Certified brokers use professionally

written, legally sound forms for their
contracts too. Amateur contracts are no
place for your money.
Additionally, Jack wanted to mention

that the broker can connect buyers to the
right mechanic, who may know the
shortcomings of a particular boat. The
broker will certainly have experience with

many different surveyors and should also
know how to interpret their reports by
applying the value of their knowledge.
If you have tried to buy a used boat

before, you may have discovered that
your big bank is not keen to provide
financing. Jack pointed out that brokers
often have connections to boat specialists
willing to finance where non-specialized
lenders won’t. Jack also pointed out that
the broker can help find suitable financ-
ing without ever having you, the buyer,
share your personal financial details with
the broker.
When you realize how much knowl-

edge, expertise and resources the broker
brings to the transaction, it’s easy to
understand that the comparatively small
commission cost could save you thou-
sands. Using a certified broker, you have
everything to gain…and really, nothing
to lose!

2. Successfully completed a training
course and passed the Georgian
College “Marine Sales Professional”
Examination or passed the Certified
Professional Yacht Brokers examina-
tion offered by the Yacht Brokers
Association of America (YBAA).

The Broker/Dealer has the duty to
protect the public against fraud, misinter-
pretation, coersion or offensive or uneth-
ical practices in the brokering and selling
of yachts. Also, the Broker/Dealer has
pledged to be well informed on current
market conditions in order to be in a
position to advise clients as to the fair
market value of vessels.
A Broker/Dealer has the strength and

resources of the association to be sure they
are informed regarding laws, proposed
legislation, governmental orders and other
essential information and public policies

http://www.boatcan.com
http://boatcan.mobi
http://www.canadianyachting.ca
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Want to sell your boat?  Call the Professionals at Skyline Marina 877-759-8333
Celebrating 52 years of Sales and Service 

WHY SKYLINE MARINA?
l 8 Full time Certified Sales Consultants l 20,000 Sq. Ft. Heated Showroom in Orillia
l 2 On-water locations l Celebrating our 52nd year of Sales & Service
l Huge selection of New, Pre-Owned & Brokerage boats l Aggressive Financing Available
l Comprehensive Internet Exposure and Reach

2005 Sea Ray 39/40 Sundancer - Meticulously clean 39/40 Sundancer,
upgraded Diesel power, Sea Lift Hydraulic Cradle System, Custom Camper 
Canvas, Bow Thruster, Fully loaded. 
Asking $264,900. #SB1006

2010 Sea Ray 470 Sundancer - Still under warranty!! Well optioned 
including the Upgraded Diesel Zeus Pod Drives with Joystick Docking 
Technology, Inverter, etc 
Asking $624,900. #SB1004

2007 310 Sea Ray Sundancer - 100% Freshwater 310 Sundancer, 
notable options included Generator, Heat/Air Conditioning, Windlass, 
Cockpit Fridge, etc. 
Just Reduced $129,900. #SB970

2008 480 Sea Ray Sundancer - Includes Cummins Diesel 540hp, 
hardtop, dual E-120 Raymarine Radar/GPS/Chart Plotters, autopilot, bow
thruster and much more. 
Asking $595,000. #SB979

REDUCED

2009 330/350 Sea Ray Sundancer - T-6.2MPI Mercruisers with 
Axius ‘JOYSTICK’ docking.  5kw Gen, heat/air, cockpit grill, radar, chart plotter, 
fish finder, under 30hrs. 
Call for Best Cash Price$$$$. #SB1005

2011 470 Sea Ray Sundancer - Fully loaded with the Joystick Zeus
docking system. Full warranties apply. Owner moving up. Clean late model
trades accepted. 
Asking $789,900. #SB941
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PAT STURGEON YACHTS LTD.

Pat Sturgeon Yachts Ltd.
1 Port Street East

Mississauga, Ont, L5G 4N1
Phone: 905-278-5100
Fax: 905-278-4050

Pat Sturgeon Yachts
On Line Listing! Listing your

boat is now made easier. Check out
our website for more

details!

DDiidd yyoouu kknnooww tthhaatt PPaatt 
SSttuurrggeeoonn YYaacchhttss sseellllss uusseedd

PPoowweerr BBooaattss?? CChheecckk oouutt oouurr
wweebb ttoo sseeee wwhhaatt wwee hhaavvee lliisstteedd!!

Dealers in 
association 
with Hans Fogh
for:

www.patsturgeonyachts.com
Bayfield 32C
Ontario 32
Moody 31
Aloha 30
C&C 30
C&C Mega 30
CS 30
Karmac 30
Kirby 30
Catalina 30 Mark III
Catalina 30
Mirage 30
Chaser 29
Hughes Columbia 
Trimaran 28
Aloha 28
Grampian 28
C&C 27 MKI
CS 27
Mirage 27
C&C 27 MK I
Grampian 26
Hughes 26
C&C Redline 25
Catalina 25
C&C 25MK II
Pilot House Sloop 25
Sirius 22
SR 21

1980
1976
1985
1986
1979
1981
3 FROM
2001
1981
1997
2 FROM
1984/5
1975
2 FROM
2005
1980
2 FROM
1973
4 FROM
1979
1973
1973
1978
1975
1980
2 FROM
1991
1987
1994

$36,900
$49,900
$39,900
$29,900
$35,000
$9,800
$36,900
$25,000
$17,500
$55,000
$28,000
$34,900
$9,000
$19,900
$85,000
$23,600
$15,900
$23,000
$14,900
$13,900
$23,000
$9,900
$13,900
$7,500
$9,500
$12,900
$14,900
$8,900
$9,950

$169,000
$91,000
$85,000
$49,500
$299,000
$49,000
$139,000
$69,900
$254,900
$195,000
$149,000
$73,900
$69,900
$119,000
$74,900
$49,900
$35,000
$42,000
$69,500
$179,000
$149,000
$49,000
$50,000
$44,000
$79,900
$29,500
$45,900
$19,990
$26,000
$14,900
$14,900

Stamas Ketch 44
Beneteau Oceanis 440
Reliance 44
Beneteau First Class 12
Jeanneau Sun Odyssey
Colvin Gazelle 42
Catalina Tri-cabin 42
C&C 41
Hanse 400
Bavaria Cruiser 39
Hunter 38
Peterson 37
Tripp 37
Beneteau 361
CS 36 Merlin
CS 36 Traditional
Allied Princess Ketch 36
C&C MK I
C&C MKIII 35
Goderich 35
Hanse 350
Mirage 35
Niagara 35
Aloha 34
CS 34
J34
C&C 33 MKII
Viking 33
Hunter 33
Endeavor 32
Evelyn 32

1982
1991
2 FROM
1987
2002
1985
1991
2 FROM
2010
2006
2 FROM
1986
1987
2002
2 FROM
6 FROM
1973
1972
1986
2002
2008
1986
1983
1981
1991
1985
1985
1973
1977
1979
1984

ONE COMPANY

ONE NUMBER

ONE WEBSITE

ALL YOUR YACHTING SOLUTIONS

905 271 2222 • navypointmarine.com

ONE COMPANY

ONE NUMBER

ONE WEBSITE

ALL YOUR YACHTING SOLUTIONS

905 271 2222 • navypointmarine.com

http://navypointmarine.com
http://www.patsturgeonyachts.com


USED SAILBOATS
44 HUNTER 44 Aft Cockpit 2004 199,900

43 FRERS 43 1981 59,900

43 SLOCUM 43 1983 119,900

42 SABRE 426 2004 349,000

41 HUNTER 41 Deck Salon 2006 189,900

41 MORGAN OI 41 KETCH 1973 36,900

40 CUSTOM FARR DESIGN 1984 22,500

39 O'DAY 39 1982 42,500

38 CATALINA 38 1983 45,900

37 BENETEAU 373 2004 139,900

37 C&C 37 1983 47,900

37 C&C 37R 1988 47,900

37 DEHLER 37 1992 79,900

37 HERITAGE One Ton 1976 17,900

37 JEANNEAU SO 37.2 1997 74,900

36 Beneteau First 36.7 2006 129,900

36 Bob Perry UNION 36 1979 48,900

36 GOZZARD 36 1985 132,900

35 CATALINA 350 2005 124,900

35 CUSTOM STEEL SLOOP 1999 84,900

35 HUNTER 356 2003 104,900

34 J/105 1994 59,900

34 J/34 1985 19,900

34 PETERSON 34 1978 26,500

34 TARTAN 34 1974 9,900

33 BENETEAU First 10R 2008 119,900

33 Beneteau First 10R 2007 134,900

33 Beneteau First 10R 2007 114,900

33 MORGAN 33 Pilothouse 1980 23,900

33 SOVEREL 33 1984 16,900

33 TAHITI Ketch II 1999 59,900

32 BENETEAU 323 2006 84,900

32 BENETEAU First 32 1985 36,900

32 ENDEAVOUR 32 1979 17,900

32 Sabre 32 AC 1984 39,900

31 BENETEAU 311 2004 67,500

31 PEARSON 31 1989 34,900

30 ALLIED Chance 30-30 1973 11,900

30 C&C Redwing 30 1969 14,900

30 CAL 9.2 1981 7,900

30 CAPE DORY 30 Ketch 1977 28,500

30 FARR MUMM 30 1997 84,900

30 NEWPORT 30 MKIII 1987 26,900

29 BAYFIELD 29 1983 19,900

29 BAYFIELD 29 1987 19,900

29 BAYFIELD 29 1988 33,900

28 ISLANDER 28 1976 7,900

27 CATALINA 27 1982 8,500

27 COLUMBIA 8.3 1978 9,000

27 ERICSON 27 1976 6,900

27 HUNTER 27 2005 54,900

27 O'DAY 27 1977 9,400

27 PACIFIC SEACRAFT Orion 27 1984 69,995

USED POWER BOATS
43 WELLCRAFT 43 Portafino 1988 49,900

41 MAXUM 4100 SCR 1997 129,900

40 MAINSHIP 40 Sedan Bridge 1994 75,900

38 BAYLINER 3888 Motoryacht 1989 79,900

38 CHRIS CRAFT Roamer 1968 17,900

36 AEROCAT 36 Explorer Powercat 2010 190,000

36 CRUISERS 3670 Esprit 1990 49,900

36 MAINSHIP 36 Nantucket Double Cabin 1988 74,900

36 REGAL Commodore 360 1990 44,900

36 TROJAN 36 Tri Cabin 1974 13,900

34 CARVER Santego 634 1992 36,900

32 DONZI Z32SS 2002 109,900

31 CHRIS CRAFT 31 Commander Sedan 1972 11,900

31 SILVERTON 31 Convertible 1983 19,900

30 SEA RAY 300 Sedan Bridge 1987 19,900

30 SEA RAY 300 Weekender 1988 26,900

30 TIARA 3000 Open 2008 189,000

30 TROJAN F30 1975 7,995

29 SEA RAY 290 Amberjack 2000 47,900

28 BERTRAM 28 Flybridge 1982 33,900

28 CAROLINA CLASSIC 28 2002 99,900

28 CARVER 2807 Riviera 1982 15,900

28 MASTER MARINE 28CC 1981 23,900

26 WELLCRAFT 260 Aft Cabin 1986 10,900

25 CROWNLINE 250CR 2006 49,900

24 STAMAS 24 Tarpon 1984 12,995

20 GRADY WHITE Adventure 208 1998 17,900

Sabre Spir i t  36, 386, 426, 456RCR YACHTS

Locations on Lake Ontario and Lake Erie
Buffalo . Erie . Rochester . Sodus Point . Youngstown
716-745-3862  E-mail: sail@rcryachts.com

Serving
Great Lake
Sailors for
39 Years
1972-2011
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����
������

PRICES SHOWN IN US FUNDS

www.rcryachts.com 
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http://www.rcryachts.com
mailto:sail@rcryachts.com
http://www.canadianyachting.ca
http://TorontoYachtSales.com
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Canadian Power & Sail Squadrons 
www.cpsboat.ca  | 1-888-CPS-BOAT

NAVIGATING WITH 
GPS SEMINAR
This seminar will introduce you to the versatile 
Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers that are 
now common in everyday life.

Within this course you will find simple explanations 
of the system which makes GPS so effective as a 
navigational aid, and methods of extracting the 
maximum navigational information from your 
equipment.

Improved position information, course planning 
and real time speed/direction data improves your 
boating safety and cruise enjoyment.

Take the opportunity to attend a Navigating with 
GPS seminar in your community.

http://www.cpsboat.ca
mailto:sales@truenorthyachts.com
http://truenorthyachts.com
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http://www.canadianyachting.ca
http://www.NorthSouthYachtSales.com
http://www.alexmilne.com
http://www.NorthSouthYachtSales.com
http://www.C-Tow.ca
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Visit our showroom at 999 William St., Midland, Ontario 
or visit our online store at

www.JTsTopShop.com 

• Outdoor & Indoor Fabrics and Upholstery
• Marine, Awning, Furniture Supplies
• Drapery Fabrics & Hardware  • Marine 
Fasteners • Hook, Buckles, Webbing • Zippers

1-800-958-5856 

Stay Warm! Be Cool!
Buy a CY Hoodie 

for You and Your Crew!

www.canadianyachting.ca/cystore

$65.00

http://www.canadianyachting.ca/cystore
http://www.JTsTopShop.com
http://thestoremasons.com
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Ever dreamed of sailing on a superyacht in the
Caribbean? A 35-meter sloop requires a entry level 
relief engineer. An initial short-term contract may lead to
a full time job. The ideal candidate is a hard worker and
has good skills with diesel engines & generators, pumps,
electrical, plumbing, and electronic systems. The person
is experienced working on the various systems on boats,
has outstanding troubleshooting skills and is a quick
learner. The candidate needs to have good sailing skills
and knowledge. Customer service or hospitality service
skills are also required, and the person must be present-
able, have good manners, and fitting as a super yacht
crew member working with highly privileged guests. 
If you are serious about pursuing a career in yachting
and have the qualifications required, 

e-mail: yachtcaptain169@yahoo.com  

JOB OPENING IN YACHTING

BLENDING TRADITION WITH PERFORMANCE

Sailmaker to Bluenose II 
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e902-634-9338

T: 519-583-2686
greg@sandpipermarine.com
www.sandpipermarine.com

19 Lakeview Ave.
Port Dover, ON N0A 1N8

Use boat dry desiccant bags to keep the 
interiors of your boat moisture-free all season long!

• Leak-proof
• Environmentally-safe
• FDA Approved
• Non-toxic

NOW AVAILABLE IN CANADANOW AVAILABLE IN CANADANOW AVAILABLE IN CANADA

877-389-1818
www.desican.ca 

mailto:yachtcaptain169@yahoo.com
mailto:greg@sandpipermarine.com
http://www.sandpipermarine.com
http://www.tallships.ca/sailloft
http://www.desican.ca
http://www.canadianyachting.ca
mailto:INFO@CLBOATWORKS.COM
http://www.bayviewpropeller.ca
mailto:bayview.propeller@sympatico.ca
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TRITON SAILS
Longstanding Canadian Sailmaker
Great Sails,Great Service, Fair Prices.

864 Lakeshore RD E.,
Mississauga,ON L5E 1E1
Tel:905-891-8166
Fax:905-891-8167

w w w. t r i t o n s a i l s . c o m

Trailers and Cradles
Trailer parts, cradles and launching 

dollies for power or sail. 
Call the EXPERTS

The Marine Cradle Shop
52 Ellisview Road, Sutton West, Ontario L0E 1R0

905-294-3507
www.cradleridetrailers.com

http://www.cradleridetrailers.com
http://www.tritonsails.com
mailto:jpvboat@rogers.com
http://www.jpvstudio/yacht.com
http://HYDESAILS.COM
mailto:info@torontoyachtservices.com
http://www.torontoyachtservices.com
mailto:ctowcanada@gmail.com
mailto:jesco@NautilusVariprop.ca
http://www.NautilusVariprop.ca
http://www.variprofile.com
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A N C H O R A G E

• Bareboat/Skippered
• Monohulls 32' - 52'
• Catamarans 38' - 47'

24th Charter
Season

Our Cat prices will make you purrr!!
WWW.CONCHCHARTERS.COM

email: sailing@conchcharters.com - (284) 494-4868
Toll Free: USA 800-521-8939 • Canada 800-463-6625
Yacht Brokerage Division: charteryachtsales.com

“BestYacht Management Program”

“BVI’sBest Dealson Keels!”

Est. 1986

Conch Charters Ltd.
British Virgin
Islands

Conch Charters Ltd.
British Virgin
Islands

Sail Cats | Power Cats | Monohulls | Trawlers | Bareboat | Skippered
Frenchtown | St Thomas USVI | 800-944-2962 | 340-777-9690
www.cyoacharters.com | info@cyoacharters.com

CYOA has been helping people like you 
make the most of their vacations for over 
30 years with beautifully maintained yachts, 
sensible prices, and a friendly, professional staff. 

Make the right choice ... round up your favorite
crew, select an air-conditioned cat or monohull from
our late-model fleet, and let our on-island experts
help you plan the perfect sailing vacation.

Contact us today!

The Right Place,
The Right Time,

The Right People...

The Right Place,
The Right Time,

The Right People...

Visit us at the Annapolis Boat Show | October 6 - 10 | Dock ‘B’
Inquire in person - or online - about our boat show specials!

This December - AirCanada flies nonstop from Toronto to St Thomas!

http://www.cyoacharters.com
mailto:info@cyoacharters.com
http://WWW.CONCHCHARTERS.COM
mailto:sailing@conchcharters.com
http://charteryachtsales.com
http://www.canadianyachting.ca
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HERE’S A CRAZY IDEA – invite a
non-boating friend to your club. Watch
their faces as they incredulously scan the
scene – sure there’s a clubhouse that
looks fairly normal, but beyond that are
acres of docks, sheds, piles of unidenti-
fied building materials, half-finished
projects and boats backed into corners
that have obviously been sitting right
there for decades secured by rusty cables
to a disintegrating chain-link fence. It’s a
world you don’t notice anymore, but it is
very different from the normal one most
people inhabit.
This is a parallel planet where the real

world with its timelines and responsibil-
ities is temporarily suspended. This, then,
is the yacht club. Here’s a guide to what
we find there.

THE WORKSHOP
Lots of questions here. What is inside?
Who are the people drinking ferociously
while they operate a band saw? Who
owns the stuff in the corner and isn’t
some of it explosive? How did a
Canadian Tire garden shed grow to this
size without a permit?  Is it ok for that
odd-coloured liquid to be in a pool
there?

THE WELDERS
“We can fix it” is the inscription under
this team’s coat of arms that depicts a
crossed torch and oxygen tank rampant
on a field of rebar. DIY is a religion at a
lot of clubs and even if you don’t know
welding from wiring, you’ll be itching to
roll up your sleeves once you see the
results. “We built this dock from discard-
ed telephone equipment in 1973,” they
remind you and who can argue – your

boat is moored to the dock by what was
formerly the hood ornament of an ’80
Oldsmobile.

THE RACE COMMITTEE
PEOPLE
Why would anyone do this – sit on a
rocking barge on 20 consecutive
Thursdays courting nausea while getting
looks of derision from hotshots and
panic-driven duffers alike. 
The race committee’s thankless task is

made especially thankless by the fact that
they can do nothing right. “They should-
n’t have shortened” chorus is always
exactly as loud as the “Why didn’t they
shorten” choir. But week after week,
they’re out there grinning. 

THE OLDER GUY 
(Who Used To Live In His Locker)
Wizened, an expert at splicing Dacron
twist, he once was the commodore
although no one has been able to identi-
fy his photo on the history wall among
the other similar looking old salts.
Unbelievably, he once really did live in a
locker and the account of his home there
makes it sound like paradise. He had a
refrigerator, a queen bed, a wall safe and
a shower. Frequently he hosted card
games clear through the winter right in
the locker.

THE BOAT RESTORATION GUY
Wow - he only paid $800 for this beauti-
ful specimen. Or perhaps it’s harder to
believe anyone took that much for what
is little more than 11 planks, some ferro-
cement shards and a very greasy prop
shaft.

Nonetheless, and despite the fact that
it last limped from Napanee to Picton in
1961, he is on a mission to restore this
fine vessel that doubtless harkens back to
the early days of the Folkboats,
Tumlarens and Norwegian 4 Metres.
We’re all pulling for him because we all
believe in the heritage of wooden vessels,
the value of fine workmanship and
Canada’s maritime history. We are pre-
pared to work around this decaying hulk
(who said that!!?) in the parking lot even
though we are now concluding the sixth
summer that this project has been a col-
lection of weather worn tarps and odd-
ments of aluminum tubing.

THE ROCK STAR
Likely the progeny of one of the locker
guys, this young woman or young man is
not only charming and good-looking but
somehow has learned the nuances of sail-
boat racing so they never ever lose a
Thursday race for their old man. How did
they get so good? Whispers have it that he
or she once crewed on a J105 in Newport
with Dennis Conner’s secret love child.

THE JUNIOR CLUB KIDS
They are running around and getting
underfoot. Who said they could build
that towering bonfire out by the
Albacores? Is that safe?

THE COMMODORE
He or she has selflessly put his or her
name forward. They are patient, kind and
adore big hats. No one recalls voting for
him or her, but they’re doing a fine job,
aren’t they? The club’s bankrupt? Who
cares – raise the bar minimums – no one
will even notice.

CROSSING THE LINE

By John Morris

A Field Guide to Yacht Clubs



http://www.yachtpaint.com


http://ROLEX.COM
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